Synopsis
Date

Time

Program Title

Ep.
NCIS agents McGee and Torres travel to New Orleans to
partner with Pride and his team in the search for a missing
homeland security theoretical terror playbook, on the
conclusion of a special two-hour crossover event.

01/09/2018 00:30:00 NCIS: New Orleans

14
Daisy’s future as the destroyer of worlds could take a
critical change.

Marvel's Agents of
01/09/2018 01:15:00 S.H.I.E.L.D.

21
Two months after Gibbs and McGee were last seen
fighting an elusive group of rebels in a Paraguay jungle,
the NCIS team in D.C. tirelessly searches for their missing
colleagues.

01/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

1
Warrick testifies in a rape/murder trial, but the defense
gets the key piece of evidence, a bloody knife, thrown out
on a technicality.

01/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

7
Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

01/09/2018 03:35:00 The Mentalist

5
As Linda's marriage is threatened by her affair with Gina,
Nick is a suspect in his girlfriend's disappearance. Charlie
struggles to understand disturbing visions of a fiery death,
and his own drowning.

01/09/2018 04:20:00 Shut Eye

5
Jane flees town for her own protection while Bird continues
to work the case. Meanwhile, Ali tries to keep the peace
with Pete; and Red’s identity is revealed.

Ten Days in the
01/09/2018 05:05:00 Valley

9
In order to find a group of jewel thieves, Lisbon must
channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick to investigate.
Meanwhile, Abbott discovers that his past actions could
cost his wife a promotion in Washington.

01/09/2018 05:50:00 The Mentalist

4

Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

01/09/2018 06:35:00 The Mentalist

5
Grissom and Warrick discovered the mummified corpse of
an elderly woman locked in a closet from a prior home
invasion.

01/09/2018 07:25:00 CSI

3
The CSIs investigate three heat-related concurrent
cases.The team must determine if the causes of death are
heat or murder.

01/09/2018 08:10:00 CSI

4
After a woman is killed in a collision with a big rig,
Catherine & Grissom discover, the dead body of a man
dressed in a full-size raccoon costume.

01/09/2018 09:00:00 CSI

5
Catherine's corrupt father, sends her a check for
$250,000, which leaves her conflicted over whether to
accept life-changing money for her daughter.

01/09/2018 09:50:00 CSI

6
Warrick testifies in a rape/murder trial, but the defense
gets the key piece of evidence, a bloody knife, thrown out
on a technicality.

01/09/2018 10:40:00 CSI

7
Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

01/09/2018 11:30:00 The Mentalist

5
Charlie draws Nadine in deeper by tapping into her past,
as Linda fends off unwanted visitors. All the while, Nick
has a meaningful encounter with Emma.

01/09/2018 12:20:00 Shut Eye

4
As Linda's marriage is threatened by her affair with Gina,
Nick is a suspect in his girlfriend's disappearance. Charlie
struggles to understand disturbing visions of a fiery death,
and his own drowning.

01/09/2018 13:10:00 Shut Eye

5

After the murder of a suspected carjacker the team
discovers that he may have been involved with a
formidable drug lord.
01/09/2018 14:00:00 CSI Miami

23
Horatio hunts for a serial killer who brands his victims with
a "Y" mark.

01/09/2018 14:50:00 CSI Miami

24
Horatio investigates the murder of a probation officer and
soon comes to believe that one of the chief suspects in the
crime may be a son he never knew he had.

01/09/2018 15:40:00 CSI Miami

1
Stalkers turn an innocent teenage swimming star into a
sex symbol, plastering photos of her over all the internet.

01/09/2018 16:30:00 CSI Miami

2
Jane flees town for her own protection while Bird continues
to work the case. Meanwhile, Ali tries to keep the peace
with Pete; and Red’s identity is revealed.

Ten Days in the
01/09/2018 17:20:00 Valley

9
It’s all about high stakes, high class, and high fashion, as
Asia’s fiercest aspiring models strut their way to the top in
the battle to become Asia’s Next Top Model.

Asia's Next Top
01/09/2018 18:10:00 Model

2
Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

01/09/2018 19:05:00 The Mentalist

5
Arnott is arrested on suspicion of murder, but continues to
protest his innocence. Meanwhile, Fleming’s undercover
operation unveils unexpected facts.

01/09/2018 19:55:00 Line of Duty

6
Pride must protect a beloved family friend who is engaged
to the number one suspect in the ongoing NCIS and FBI
cartel case.

01/09/2018 21:30:00 NCIS: New Orleans

10

Sebastian is sent undercover and Patton exercises his
former gambling skills, as Pride and the team attempt a
dangerous operation to trap Garcia (Julian Acosta).
01/09/2018 22:20:00 NCIS: New Orleans

11
After Pride travels to a deep sea oil rig for a murder
investigation, the team uncovers a gas leak that’s on the
verge of causing a catastrophic explosion.

01/09/2018 23:10:00 NCIS: New Orleans

12
After thousands of classified government files are stolen,
the NCIS team searches for an underground group of
hackers co-founded by Pride’s old contact.

02/09/2018 00:00:00 NCIS: New Orleans

13
NCIS agents McGee and Torres travel to New Orleans to
partner with Pride and his team in the search for a missing
homeland security theoretical terror playbook, on the
conclusion of a special two-hour crossover event.

02/09/2018 00:50:00 NCIS: New Orleans

14
Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

02/09/2018 01:40:00 The Mentalist

5
As Linda's marriage is threatened by her affair with Gina,
Nick is a suspect in his girlfriend's disappearance. Charlie
struggles to understand disturbing visions of a fiery death,
and his own drowning.

02/09/2018 02:30:00 Shut Eye

5
Jane’s search for Lake reaches a climax. Meanwhile, Ali
finds herself in an unexpected situation with PJ, Jane’s
drug dealer.

Ten Days in the
02/09/2018 03:20:00 Valley

8
Jane flees town for her own protection while Bird continues
to work the case. Meanwhile, Ali tries to keep the peace
with Pete; and Red’s identity is revealed.

Ten Days in the
02/09/2018 04:10:00 Valley

9
Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

02/09/2018 04:55:00 The Mentalist

5

As Linda's marriage is threatened by her affair with Gina,
Nick is a suspect in his girlfriend's disappearance. Charlie
struggles to understand disturbing visions of a fiery death,
and his own drowning.
02/09/2018 05:45:00 Shut Eye

5
Jane flees town for her own protection while Bird continues
to work the case. Meanwhile, Ali tries to keep the peace
with Pete; and Red’s identity is revealed.

Ten Days in the
02/09/2018 06:35:00 Valley

9
Torres must rely on old case notes and contacts after a
Marine’s murder is linked to a former dirt bike gang he
joined for a year-long undercover operation.

02/09/2018 07:25:00 NCIS

21
After a Marine Sergeant is found murdered in a National
Park, Gibbs and the NCIS team partner with Mounted
Police Sergeant May Dawson (Elisabeth Röhm) to solve a
string of related crimes in the park.

02/09/2018 08:10:00 NCIS

22
The stress of McGee and Delilah’s (Margo Harshman)
imminent wedding takes its toll. Also, the NCIS team
travels out to sea after a young and healthy Petty Officer
aboard a Navy destroyer dies in his sleep.

02/09/2018 09:00:00 NCIS

23
Gibbs, McGee and Torres travel to a remote area of
Paraguay, controlled by a group of rebels, trying to locate
a missing Navy Seal who disappeared during an
unsanctioned trip, on the 14th season finale.

02/09/2018 09:50:00 NCIS

24
Two months after Gibbs and McGee were last seen
fighting an elusive group of rebels in a Paraguay jungle,
the NCIS team in D.C. tirelessly searches for their missing
colleagues.

02/09/2018 10:40:00 NCIS

1
It’s all about high stakes, high class, and high fashion, as
Asia’s fiercest aspiring models strut their way to the top in
the battle to become Asia’s Next Top Model.

Asia's Next Top
02/09/2018 11:30:00 Model

2
In order to find a group of jewel thieves, Lisbon must
channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick to investigate.
Meanwhile, Abbott discovers that his past actions could
cost his wife a promotion in Washington.

02/09/2018 12:20:00 The Mentalist

4

Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

02/09/2018 13:10:00 The Mentalist

5
A favor brings S.W.A.T. into contact with a new local crime
outfit. Meanwhile, Luca struggles with the grief of losing his
grandfather and a painful family secret.

02/09/2018 14:00:00 S.W.A.T.

7
Hondo and the SWAT team are forced to work over their
Christmas vacation when a drug cartel is out for blood
after their cache of gold bars is stolen.

02/09/2018 14:50:00 S.W.A.T.

8
When a misconduct complaint filed against Hondo gets
him taken off active duty, Deacon steps up to lead the
team in finding a robbery crew that is hitting marijuana
dispensaries.

02/09/2018 15:40:00 S.W.A.T.

9
As the S.W.A.T. team goes inside a prison riot to rescue
civilian hostages, Hondo suspects the inmates have an
ulterior motive behind the uprising.

02/09/2018 16:30:00 S.W.A.T.

10
AC-12’s loyalties are divided when DS Steve Arnott comes
under scrutiny from his colleagues. With his career in
jeopardy, Arnott turns to an unlikely source for help.

02/09/2018 17:20:00 Line of Duty

5
Arnott is arrested on suspicion of murder, but continues to
protest his innocence. Meanwhile, Fleming’s undercover
operation unveils unexpected facts.

02/09/2018 18:25:00 Line of Duty

6
While trying to prove their worth to Captain Lafrey and the
rest of The Bureau Underground, Leroy and Max finally get
a lead on the whereabouts of Agent Checker.

02/09/2018 20:00:00 Ghosted

16
Jane flees town for her own protection while Bird continues
to work the case. Meanwhile, Ali tries to keep the peace
with Pete; and Red’s identity is revealed.

Ten Days in the
02/09/2018 20:30:00 Valley

9

Torres must rely on old case notes and contacts after a
Marine’s murder is linked to a former dirt bike gang he
joined for a year-long undercover operation.
02/09/2018 21:25:00 NCIS

21
After a Marine Sergeant is found murdered in a National
Park, Gibbs and the NCIS team partner with Mounted
Police Sergeant May Dawson (Elisabeth Röhm) to solve a
string of related crimes in the park.

02/09/2018 22:15:00 NCIS

22
The stress of McGee and Delilah’s (Margo Harshman)
imminent wedding takes its toll. Also, the NCIS team
travels out to sea after a young and healthy Petty Officer
aboard a Navy destroyer dies in his sleep.

02/09/2018 23:05:00 NCIS

23
Gibbs, McGee and Torres travel to a remote area of
Paraguay, controlled by a group of rebels, trying to locate
a missing Navy Seal who disappeared during an
unsanctioned trip, on the 14th season finale.

02/09/2018 23:55:00 NCIS

24
Two months after Gibbs and McGee were last seen
fighting an elusive group of rebels in a Paraguay jungle,
the NCIS team in D.C. tirelessly searches for their missing
colleagues.

03/09/2018 00:45:00 NCIS

1
Haley meets Arvin's parents, but when things don't go as
planned, fate leads to an unexpected reunion with all of
her ex-boyfriends.

03/09/2018 01:35:00 Modern Family

21
Mitchell sneaks out to "Hero-Con" with fellow fanboy Phil,
dressed as their favorite characters from the show "Clash
of Swords."

03/09/2018 02:00:00 Modern Family

22
Jane flees town for her own protection while Bird continues
to work the case. Meanwhile, Ali tries to keep the peace
with Pete; and Red’s identity is revealed.

Ten Days in the
03/09/2018 02:25:00 Valley

9
The Huangs are pleasantly surprised to find that Eddie has
been awarded a spot in the Honor Society, but Evan is
particularly bothered by the news.

03/09/2018 03:10:00 Fresh Off the Boat

17

Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

03/09/2018 03:35:00 The Mentalist

5
As Linda's marriage is threatened by her affair with Gina,
Nick is a suspect in his girlfriend's disappearance. Charlie
struggles to understand disturbing visions of a fiery death,
and his own drowning.

03/09/2018 04:20:00 Shut Eye

5
Quagmire scores his friends tickets for a flight to San
Francisco. But unforeseen events in the air put
Quagmire’s abilities to the test.

03/09/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy

10
While trying to prove their worth to Captain Lafrey and the
rest of The Bureau Underground, Leroy and Max finally get
a lead on the whereabouts of Agent Checker.

03/09/2018 05:30:00 Ghosted

16
The Huangs are pleasantly surprised to find that Eddie has
been awarded a spot in the Honor Society, but Evan is
particularly bothered by the news.

03/09/2018 05:55:00 Fresh Off the Boat

17
NCIS is called in to investigate when the body of a missing
Navy Lieutenant who disappeared a year and a half ago is
located by a cemetery grounds crew while they are
relocating caskets on the property.

03/09/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

2
Coulson’s life or death is the challenge the team finds
themselves in, as the wrong decision will cause the
destruction of Earth.

Marvel's Agents of
03/09/2018 07:10:00 S.H.I.E.L.D.

22
Warrick testifies in a rape/murder trial, but the defense
gets the key piece of evidence, a bloody knife, thrown out
on a technicality.

03/09/2018 08:00:00 CSI

7
A gruesome copycat murder on a street car reopens a
former case for Wade, evoking painful memories from her
past.

03/09/2018 08:50:00 NCIS: New Orleans

15

While trying to prove their worth to Captain Lafrey and the
rest of The Bureau Underground, Leroy and Max finally get
a lead on the whereabouts of Agent Checker.
03/09/2018 09:40:00 Ghosted

16
The Huangs are pleasantly surprised to find that Eddie has
been awarded a spot in the Honor Society, but Evan is
particularly bothered by the news.

03/09/2018 10:05:00 Fresh Off the Boat

17
Jane flees town for her own protection while Bird continues
to work the case. Meanwhile, Ali tries to keep the peace
with Pete; and Red’s identity is revealed.

Ten Days in the
03/09/2018 10:30:00 Valley

9
NCIS is called in to investigate when the body of a missing
Navy Lieutenant who disappeared a year and a half ago is
located by a cemetery grounds crew while they are
relocating caskets on the property.

03/09/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

2
Coulson’s life or death is the challenge the team finds
themselves in, as the wrong decision will cause the
destruction of Earth.

Marvel's Agents of
03/09/2018 12:10:00 S.H.I.E.L.D.

22
Warrick testifies in a rape/murder trial, but the defense
gets the key piece of evidence, a bloody knife, thrown out
on a technicality.

03/09/2018 13:05:00 CSI

7
A gruesome copycat murder on a street car reopens a
former case for Wade, evoking painful memories from her
past.

03/09/2018 14:00:00 NCIS: New Orleans

15
Charlie draws Nadine in deeper by tapping into her past,
as Linda fends off unwanted visitors. All the while, Nick
has a meaningful encounter with Emma.

03/09/2018 14:55:00 Shut Eye

4
As Linda's marriage is threatened by her affair with Gina,
Nick is a suspect in his girlfriend's disappearance. Charlie
struggles to understand disturbing visions of a fiery death,
and his own drowning.

03/09/2018 15:50:00 Shut Eye

5

The guys have a new friend, and he knows how to party –
until he becomes overwhelming. Stewie begins
beekeeping, but feeds his bees the wrong concoction.
03/09/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

11
NCIS is called in to investigate when the body of a missing
Navy Lieutenant who disappeared a year and a half ago is
located by a cemetery grounds crew while they are
relocating caskets on the property.

03/09/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

2
A suspect's infatuation with Catherine results in her taking
over a high profile case. The case is a missing woman
who aspired to be a showgirl.

03/09/2018 18:10:00 CSI

8
A gruesome copycat murder on a street car reopens a
former case for Wade, evoking painful memories from her
past.

03/09/2018 19:05:00 NCIS: New Orleans

15
Jane finds herself in immediate danger when the
kidnapper’s identity is discovered.

Ten Days in the
03/09/2018 20:00:00 Valley

10
As Linda's marriage is threatened by her affair with Gina,
Nick is a suspect in his girlfriend's disappearance. Charlie
struggles to understand disturbing visions of a fiery death,
and his own drowning.

03/09/2018 20:55:00 Shut Eye

5
NCIS is called in to investigate when the body of a missing
Navy Lieutenant who disappeared a year and a half ago is
located by a cemetery grounds crew while they are
relocating caskets on the property.

03/09/2018 21:50:00 NCIS

2
A suspect's infatuation with Catherine results in her taking
over a high profile case. The case is a missing woman
who aspired to be a showgirl.

03/09/2018 22:45:00 CSI

8
Jane finds herself in immediate danger when the
kidnapper’s identity is discovered.

Ten Days in the
03/09/2018 23:35:00 Valley

10

A gruesome copycat murder on a street car reopens a
former case for Wade, evoking painful memories from her
past.
04/09/2018 00:25:00 NCIS: New Orleans

15
Coulson’s life or death is the challenge the team finds
themselves in, as the wrong decision will cause the
destruction of Earth.

Marvel's Agents of
04/09/2018 01:15:00 S.H.I.E.L.D.

22
NCIS is called in to investigate when the body of a missing
Navy Lieutenant who disappeared a year and a half ago is
located by a cemetery grounds crew while they are
relocating caskets on the property.

04/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

2
A suspect's infatuation with Catherine results in her taking
over a high profile case. The case is a missing woman
who aspired to be a showgirl.

04/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

8
Jane flees town for her own protection while Bird continues
to work the case. Meanwhile, Ali tries to keep the peace
with Pete; and Red’s identity is revealed.

Ten Days in the
04/09/2018 03:35:00 Valley

9
Jane finds herself in immediate danger when the
kidnapper’s identity is discovered.

Ten Days in the
04/09/2018 04:20:00 Valley

10
The guys have a new friend, and he knows how to party –
until he becomes overwhelming. Stewie begins
beekeeping, but feeds his bees the wrong concoction.

04/09/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy

11
Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

04/09/2018 05:30:00 The Mentalist

5
While on a stakeout with Metro P.D., Torres’ partner
mysteriously vanishes, with the subsequent investigation
leading NCIS to uncover new evidence from a decade-old
murder.

04/09/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

3

04/09/2018 07:10:00 Castle

1

After passing the Captain’s exam in the Season 7 finale,
Beckett was surprised with an offer to run for State
Senate. In the action packed season premiere, Castle and
Beckett are adjusting to Beckett’s career change, when a
call from a mysterious stranger sets off an explosive chain
of
events. infatuation with Catherine results in her taking
A suspect's
over a high profile case. The case is a missing woman
who aspired to be a showgirl.

04/09/2018 08:00:00 CSI

8
Pride's longtime friend, state and military attorney Rita
Devereaux (Chelsea Field), asks NCIS to investigate the
disappearance of a JAG lawyer.

04/09/2018 08:50:00 NCIS: New Orleans

16
Charlie draws Nadine in deeper by tapping into her past,
as Linda fends off unwanted visitors. All the while, Nick
has a meaningful encounter with Emma.

04/09/2018 09:40:00 Shut Eye

4
As Linda's marriage is threatened by her affair with Gina,
Nick is a suspect in his girlfriend's disappearance. Charlie
struggles to understand disturbing visions of a fiery death,
and his own drowning.

04/09/2018 10:30:00 Shut Eye

5
While on a stakeout with Metro P.D., Torres’ partner
mysteriously vanishes, with the subsequent investigation
leading NCIS to uncover new evidence from a decade-old
murder.

04/09/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

04/09/2018 12:10:00 Castle

3

1

After passing the Captain’s exam in the Season 7 finale,
Beckett was surprised with an offer to run for State
Senate. In the action packed season premiere, Castle and
Beckett are adjusting to Beckett’s career change, when a
call from a mysterious stranger sets off an explosive chain
of
events. infatuation with Catherine results in her taking
A suspect's
over a high profile case. The case is a missing woman
who aspired to be a showgirl.

04/09/2018 13:05:00 CSI

8
Pride's longtime friend, state and military attorney Rita
Devereaux (Chelsea Field), asks NCIS to investigate the
disappearance of a JAG lawyer.

04/09/2018 14:00:00 NCIS: New Orleans

16

In order to find a group of jewel thieves, Lisbon must
channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick to investigate.
Meanwhile, Abbott discovers that his past actions could
cost his wife a promotion in Washington.
04/09/2018 14:55:00 The Mentalist

4
Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

04/09/2018 15:50:00 The Mentalist

5
The guys start a podcast, but Peter goes solo and
branches out as a DJ. At home, Lois’ allergy forces Brian
to move into Stewie’s bedroom – where the two begin to
face difficulties.

04/09/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

12
While on a stakeout with Metro P.D., Torres’ partner
mysteriously vanishes, with the subsequent investigation
leading NCIS to uncover new evidence from a decade-old
murder.

04/09/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

3
When a car bomb explodes in the front entrance of a hotel
on the Strip, the haunting possibility of terrorism becomes
all too real.

04/09/2018 18:10:00 CSI

9
Pride's longtime friend, state and military attorney Rita
Devereaux (Chelsea Field), asks NCIS to investigate the
disappearance of a JAG lawyer.

04/09/2018 19:05:00 NCIS: New Orleans

16
After Louis buys Cattleman’s Ranch back, he starts to
doubt his instincts as sole owner. Evan gives up a Lenten
tradition, leading his older brothers to mess with his head.

04/09/2018 20:00:00 Fresh Off the Boat

18
Honey plans a relaxing vacation before the baby comes,
but Jessica turns the trip into a crazy quest to meet
Stephen King. Louis panics when Grandma Huang
decides to move out.

04/09/2018 20:30:00 Fresh Off the Boat

19
Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

04/09/2018 20:55:00 The Mentalist

5

While on a stakeout with Metro P.D., Torres’ partner
mysteriously vanishes, with the subsequent investigation
leading NCIS to uncover new evidence from a decade-old
murder.
04/09/2018 21:50:00 NCIS

3
When a car bomb explodes in the front entrance of a hotel
on the Strip, the haunting possibility of terrorism becomes
all too real.

04/09/2018 22:45:00 CSI

9
After Louis buys Cattleman’s Ranch back, he starts to
doubt his instincts as sole owner. Evan gives up a Lenten
tradition, leading his older brothers to mess with his head.

04/09/2018 23:35:00 Fresh Off the Boat

18
Honey plans a relaxing vacation before the baby comes,
but Jessica turns the trip into a crazy quest to meet
Stephen King. Louis panics when Grandma Huang
decides to move out.

05/09/2018 00:00:00 Fresh Off the Boat

19
Pride's longtime friend, state and military attorney Rita
Devereaux (Chelsea Field), asks NCIS to investigate the
disappearance of a JAG lawyer.

05/09/2018 00:25:00 NCIS: New Orleans

05/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

16

1

After passing the Captain’s exam in the Season 7 finale,
Beckett was surprised with an offer to run for State
Senate. In the action packed season premiere, Castle and
Beckett are adjusting to Beckett’s career change, when a
call from a mysterious stranger sets off an explosive chain
of
events.
While
on a stakeout with Metro P.D., Torres’ partner
mysteriously vanishes, with the subsequent investigation
leading NCIS to uncover new evidence from a decade-old
murder.

05/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

3
When a car bomb explodes in the front entrance of a hotel
on the Strip, the haunting possibility of terrorism becomes
all too real.

05/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

9
As Linda's marriage is threatened by her affair with Gina,
Nick is a suspect in his girlfriend's disappearance. Charlie
struggles to understand disturbing visions of a fiery death,
and his own drowning.

05/09/2018 03:35:00 Shut Eye

5

The guys start a podcast, but Peter goes solo and
branches out as a DJ. At home, Lois’ allergy forces Brian
to move into Stewie’s bedroom – where the two begin to
face difficulties.
05/09/2018 04:25:00 Family Guy

12
Arnott is arrested on suspicion of murder, but continues to
protest his innocence. Meanwhile, Fleming’s undercover
operation unveils unexpected facts.

05/09/2018 04:50:00 Line of Duty

05/09/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

05/09/2018 07:10:00 Castle

6

4

2

Director Vance welcomes NCIS Special Agent Jacqueline
“Jack” Sloane (Maria Bello), a forensic psychologist he
lobbied to transfer from California, to headquarters. Also,
in the midst of a storm that has shut down Washington,
D.C. and knocked out power, the NCIS team investigates
the
kidnapping
of week’s
a sailor,Season
which sends
TorresBeckett’s
and Bishop
In part
two of last
8 premiere,
side of her abrupt disappearance is revealed. After
receiving a mysterious tip from her past, Beckett is
launched into a fight for her life, with a team of
mercenaries hot on her trail. While Castle investigates why
his
wifea is
onbomb
the run,
Beckettinmust
figure
out whoofwants
When
car
explodes
the front
entrance
a hotel
on the Strip, the haunting possibility of terrorism becomes
all too real.

05/09/2018 08:00:00 CSI

9
Tammy is reunited with her ex-husband, Ethan McKinley
(Ed Quinn), who disappeared after embezzling $80 million
in Katrina relief funds, after he is linked to the murder of a
crime boss' son.

05/09/2018 08:50:00 NCIS: New Orleans

17
As Linda's marriage is threatened by her affair with Gina,
Nick is a suspect in his girlfriend's disappearance. Charlie
struggles to understand disturbing visions of a fiery death,
and his own drowning.

05/09/2018 09:40:00 Shut Eye

5
After Louis buys Cattleman’s Ranch back, he starts to
doubt his instincts as sole owner. Evan gives up a Lenten
tradition, leading his older brothers to mess with his head.

05/09/2018 10:30:00 Fresh Off the Boat

18
Honey plans a relaxing vacation before the baby comes,
but Jessica turns the trip into a crazy quest to meet
Stephen King. Louis panics when Grandma Huang
decides to move out.

05/09/2018 10:55:00 Fresh Off the Boat

19

05/09/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

05/09/2018 12:10:00 Castle

4

2

Director Vance welcomes NCIS Special Agent Jacqueline
“Jack” Sloane (Maria Bello), a forensic psychologist he
lobbied to transfer from California, to headquarters. Also,
in the midst of a storm that has shut down Washington,
D.C. and knocked out power, the NCIS team investigates
the
kidnapping
of week’s
a sailor,Season
which sends
TorresBeckett’s
and Bishop
In part
two of last
8 premiere,
side of her abrupt disappearance is revealed. After
receiving a mysterious tip from her past, Beckett is
launched into a fight for her life, with a team of
mercenaries hot on her trail. While Castle investigates why
his
wifea is
onbomb
the run,
Beckettinmust
figure
out whoofwants
When
car
explodes
the front
entrance
a hotel
on the Strip, the haunting possibility of terrorism becomes
all too real.

05/09/2018 13:05:00 CSI

9
Tammy is reunited with her ex-husband, Ethan McKinley
(Ed Quinn), who disappeared after embezzling $80 million
in Katrina relief funds, after he is linked to the murder of a
crime boss' son.

05/09/2018 14:00:00 NCIS: New Orleans

17
As Linda's marriage is threatened by her affair with Gina,
Nick is a suspect in his girlfriend's disappearance. Charlie
struggles to understand disturbing visions of a fiery death,
and his own drowning.

05/09/2018 14:50:00 Shut Eye

5
Arnott is arrested on suspicion of murder, but continues to
protest his innocence. Meanwhile, Fleming’s undercover
operation unveils unexpected facts.

05/09/2018 15:40:00 Line of Duty

05/09/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

6

4

Director Vance welcomes NCIS Special Agent Jacqueline
“Jack” Sloane (Maria Bello), a forensic psychologist he
lobbied to transfer from California, to headquarters. Also,
in the midst of a storm that has shut down Washington,
D.C. and knocked out power, the NCIS team investigates
the
of a sailor,
which sends
Torres and
Bishop
Thekidnapping
CSI investigates
the murder
of a teenager
found
at a
construction site, beaten to death by multiple vicious blows
from a hammer.

05/09/2018 18:10:00 CSI

10
Tammy is reunited with her ex-husband, Ethan McKinley
(Ed Quinn), who disappeared after embezzling $80 million
in Katrina relief funds, after he is linked to the murder of a
crime boss' son.

05/09/2018 19:05:00 NCIS: New Orleans

17

It’s all about high stakes, high class, and high fashion, as
Asia’s fiercest aspiring models strut their way to the top in
the battle to become Asia’s Next Top Model.
Asia's Next Top
05/09/2018 20:00:00 Model

3
After Louis buys Cattleman’s Ranch back, he starts to
doubt his instincts as sole owner. Evan gives up a Lenten
tradition, leading his older brothers to mess with his head.

05/09/2018 20:55:00 Fresh Off the Boat

18
Honey plans a relaxing vacation before the baby comes,
but Jessica turns the trip into a crazy quest to meet
Stephen King. Louis panics when Grandma Huang
decides to move out.

05/09/2018 21:25:00 Fresh Off the Boat

05/09/2018 21:50:00 NCIS

19

4

Director Vance welcomes NCIS Special Agent Jacqueline
“Jack” Sloane (Maria Bello), a forensic psychologist he
lobbied to transfer from California, to headquarters. Also,
in the midst of a storm that has shut down Washington,
D.C. and knocked out power, the NCIS team investigates
the
of a sailor,
which sends
Torres and
Bishop
Thekidnapping
CSI investigates
the murder
of a teenager
found
at a
construction site, beaten to death by multiple vicious blows
from a hammer.

05/09/2018 22:45:00 CSI

10
Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

05/09/2018 23:35:00 The Mentalist

5
Tammy is reunited with her ex-husband, Ethan McKinley
(Ed Quinn), who disappeared after embezzling $80 million
in Katrina relief funds, after he is linked to the murder of a
crime boss' son.

06/09/2018 00:25:00 NCIS: New Orleans

06/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

06/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

17

2

4

In part two of last week’s Season 8 premiere, Beckett’s
side of her abrupt disappearance is revealed. After
receiving a mysterious tip from her past, Beckett is
launched into a fight for her life, with a team of
mercenaries hot on her trail. While Castle investigates why
his
wife is
on thewelcomes
run, Beckett
must
figureAgent
out who
wants
Director
Vance
NCIS
Special
Jacqueline
“Jack” Sloane (Maria Bello), a forensic psychologist he
lobbied to transfer from California, to headquarters. Also,
in the midst of a storm that has shut down Washington,
D.C. and knocked out power, the NCIS team investigates
the kidnapping of a sailor, which sends Torres and Bishop

The CSI investigates the murder of a teenager found at a
construction site, beaten to death by multiple vicious blows
from a hammer.
06/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

10
In order to find a group of jewel thieves, Lisbon must
channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick to investigate.
Meanwhile, Abbott discovers that his past actions could
cost his wife a promotion in Washington.

06/09/2018 03:35:00 The Mentalist

4
Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

06/09/2018 04:20:00 The Mentalist

5
The guys decide to form a string quartet, but Peter doesn’t
make the cut. Meanwhile, Brian is forced to be Carter’s
guide dog, and enjoys the luxurious life a little too much.

06/09/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy

13
Jane finds herself in immediate danger when the
kidnapper’s identity is discovered.

Ten Days in the
06/09/2018 05:30:00 Valley

06/09/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

10

5

After Reeves sees his friend get kidnapped, the NCIS
team discovers the primary suspect disappeared two days
ago with confidential military information. Also, an
embarrassing photo from McGee’s teenage years
becomes a popular meme.
When the body of a local college fraternity student is found
gruesomely murdered, Castle has to go undercover as a
professor in order to gain access to the victim’s world.

06/09/2018 07:10:00 Castle

3
The CSI investigates the murder of a teenager found at a
construction site, beaten to death by multiple vicious blows
from a hammer.

06/09/2018 08:00:00 CSI

10
A highly credentialed and skilled special ops marine sends
Pride and the NCIS team on a city-wide manhunt after he
assaults six men in a bar.

06/09/2018 08:50:00 NCIS: New Orleans

18

In order to find a group of jewel thieves, Lisbon must
channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick to investigate.
Meanwhile, Abbott discovers that his past actions could
cost his wife a promotion in Washington.
06/09/2018 09:40:00 The Mentalist

4
Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

06/09/2018 10:30:00 The Mentalist

06/09/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

5

5

After Reeves sees his friend get kidnapped, the NCIS
team discovers the primary suspect disappeared two days
ago with confidential military information. Also, an
embarrassing photo from McGee’s teenage years
becomes a popular meme.
When the body of a local college fraternity student is found
gruesomely murdered, Castle has to go undercover as a
professor in order to gain access to the victim’s world.

06/09/2018 12:10:00 Castle

3
The CSI investigates the murder of a teenager found at a
construction site, beaten to death by multiple vicious blows
from a hammer.

06/09/2018 13:05:00 CSI

10
A highly credentialed and skilled special ops marine sends
Pride and the NCIS team on a city-wide manhunt after he
assaults six men in a bar.

06/09/2018 14:00:00 NCIS: New Orleans

18
Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

06/09/2018 14:55:00 The Mentalist

5
After Louis buys Cattleman’s Ranch back, he starts to
doubt his instincts as sole owner. Evan gives up a Lenten
tradition, leading his older brothers to mess with his head.

06/09/2018 15:50:00 Fresh Off the Boat

18
Honey plans a relaxing vacation before the baby comes,
but Jessica turns the trip into a crazy quest to meet
Stephen King. Louis panics when Grandma Huang
decides to move out.

06/09/2018 16:15:00 Fresh Off the Boat

19

After Quagmire discovers the dating app Tinder, Peter,
Joe, and Cleveland must intervene and save him from his
soul-sucking hedonism.
06/09/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

06/09/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

14

5

After Reeves sees his friend get kidnapped, the NCIS
team discovers the primary suspect disappeared two days
ago with confidential military information. Also, an
embarrassing photo from McGee’s teenage years
becomes a popular meme.
The team investigates the death of a juror with 11
suspects. They discover that this juror was the only one
holding out on a non-guilty verdict.

06/09/2018 18:10:00 CSI

11
A highly credentialed and skilled special ops marine sends
Pride and the NCIS team on a city-wide manhunt after he
assaults six men in a bar.

06/09/2018 19:05:00 NCIS: New Orleans

18
Abbott's old colleague from the DEA asks for help to find
out who got one of his agents killed, but he then tries to
blackmail Abbott so that he can take all of the credit.

06/09/2018 20:00:00 The Mentalist

6
Jane finds herself in immediate danger when the
kidnapper’s identity is discovered.

Ten Days in the
06/09/2018 20:55:00 Valley

06/09/2018 21:50:00 NCIS

10

5

After Reeves sees his friend get kidnapped, the NCIS
team discovers the primary suspect disappeared two days
ago with confidential military information. Also, an
embarrassing photo from McGee’s teenage years
becomes a popular meme.
The team investigates the death of a juror with 11
suspects. They discover that this juror was the only one
holding out on a non-guilty verdict.

06/09/2018 22:45:00 CSI

11
Abbott's old colleague from the DEA asks for help to find
out who got one of his agents killed, but he then tries to
blackmail Abbott so that he can take all of the credit.

06/09/2018 23:35:00 The Mentalist

6

A highly credentialed and skilled special ops marine sends
Pride and the NCIS team on a city-wide manhunt after he
assaults six men in a bar.
07/09/2018 00:25:00 NCIS: New Orleans

18
When the body of a local college fraternity student is found
gruesomely murdered, Castle has to go undercover as a
professor in order to gain access to the victim’s world.

07/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

07/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

3

5

After Reeves sees his friend get kidnapped, the NCIS
team discovers the primary suspect disappeared two days
ago with confidential military information. Also, an
embarrassing photo from McGee’s teenage years
becomes a popular meme.
The team investigates the death of a juror with 11
suspects. They discover that this juror was the only one
holding out on a non-guilty verdict.

07/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

11
Jane finds herself in immediate danger when the
kidnapper’s identity is discovered.

Ten Days in the
07/09/2018 03:35:00 Valley

10
When the body of a local college fraternity student is found
gruesomely murdered, Castle has to go undercover as a
professor in order to gain access to the victim’s world.

07/09/2018 04:20:00 Castle

3
After Quagmire discovers the dating app Tinder, Peter,
Joe, and Cleveland must intervene and save him from his
soul-sucking hedonism.

07/09/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy

14
As Linda's marriage is threatened by her affair with Gina,
Nick is a suspect in his girlfriend's disappearance. Charlie
struggles to understand disturbing visions of a fiery death,
and his own drowning.

07/09/2018 05:30:00 Shut Eye

5
After a petty officer is found murdered on a golf course,
McGee spends hours on the victim’s ham radio trying to
locate a key witness.

07/09/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

6

When Castle’s idol, a famously reclusive author, turns up
dead, Castle is determined to solve his hero’s murder. But
as he and Beckett dig deeper, they discover that truth is
stranger than fiction.
07/09/2018 07:10:00 Castle

4
The team investigates the death of a juror with 11
suspects. They discover that this juror was the only one
holding out on a non-guilty verdict.

07/09/2018 08:00:00 CSI

11
While investigating a deadly accident at a naval base,
NCIS discovers a unit of Seabees was poisoned with a
contagious super virus.

07/09/2018 08:50:00 NCIS: New Orleans

19
Jane flees town for her own protection while Bird continues
to work the case. Meanwhile, Ali tries to keep the peace
with Pete; and Red’s identity is revealed.

Ten Days in the
07/09/2018 09:40:00 Valley

9
Jane finds herself in immediate danger when the
kidnapper’s identity is discovered.

Ten Days in the
07/09/2018 10:30:00 Valley

10
After a petty officer is found murdered on a golf course,
McGee spends hours on the victim’s ham radio trying to
locate a key witness.

07/09/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

6
When Castle’s idol, a famously reclusive author, turns up
dead, Castle is determined to solve his hero’s murder. But
as he and Beckett dig deeper, they discover that truth is
stranger than fiction.

07/09/2018 12:10:00 Castle

4
The team investigates the death of a juror with 11
suspects. They discover that this juror was the only one
holding out on a non-guilty verdict.

07/09/2018 13:05:00 CSI

11
While investigating a deadly accident at a naval base,
NCIS discovers a unit of Seabees was poisoned with a
contagious super virus.

07/09/2018 14:00:00 NCIS: New Orleans

19

Jane flees town for her own protection while Bird continues
to work the case. Meanwhile, Ali tries to keep the peace
with Pete; and Red’s identity is revealed.
Ten Days in the
07/09/2018 14:55:00 Valley

9
Jane finds herself in immediate danger when the
kidnapper’s identity is discovered.

Ten Days in the
07/09/2018 15:50:00 Valley

10
Peter helps Joe out with several crime cases, but not all is
good when Joe tries to take all the credit. Brian convinces
Stewie to join a football team, then panics when he gets a
concussion.

07/09/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

15
After a petty officer is found murdered on a golf course,
McGee spends hours on the victim’s ham radio trying to
locate a key witness.

07/09/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

6
A woman found murdered in her home that looks just like
Sara. The team discovers an unlikely piece of evidence left
behind at the crime scene.

07/09/2018 18:10:00 CSI

12
While investigating a deadly accident at a naval base,
NCIS discovers a unit of Seabees was poisoned with a
contagious super virus.

07/09/2018 19:05:00 NCIS: New Orleans

19
With Rita and a new psychic fraud unit on their tail, Charlie
and Linda fight to keep their con of Nadine on track. A fullon turf war erupts when Fonso and White Tony brawl at a
Roma funeral.

07/09/2018 20:00:00 Shut Eye

6
Abbott's old colleague from the DEA asks for help to find
out who got one of his agents killed, but he then tries to
blackmail Abbott so that he can take all of the credit.

07/09/2018 20:55:00 The Mentalist

6
After a petty officer is found murdered on a golf course,
McGee spends hours on the victim’s ham radio trying to
locate a key witness.

07/09/2018 21:50:00 NCIS

6

A woman found murdered in her home that looks just like
Sara. The team discovers an unlikely piece of evidence left
behind at the crime scene.
07/09/2018 22:45:00 CSI

12
With Rita and a new psychic fraud unit on their tail, Charlie
and Linda fight to keep their con of Nadine on track. A fullon turf war erupts when Fonso and White Tony brawl at a
Roma funeral.

07/09/2018 23:35:00 Shut Eye

6
While investigating a deadly accident at a naval base,
NCIS discovers a unit of Seabees was poisoned with a
contagious super virus.

08/09/2018 00:25:00 NCIS: New Orleans

19
When Castle’s idol, a famously reclusive author, turns up
dead, Castle is determined to solve his hero’s murder. But
as he and Beckett dig deeper, they discover that truth is
stranger than fiction.

08/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

4
After a petty officer is found murdered on a golf course,
McGee spends hours on the victim’s ham radio trying to
locate a key witness.

08/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

6
A woman found murdered in her home that looks just like
Sara. The team discovers an unlikely piece of evidence left
behind at the crime scene.

08/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

12
Abbott's old colleague from the DEA asks for help to find
out who got one of his agents killed, but he then tries to
blackmail Abbott so that he can take all of the credit.

08/09/2018 03:35:00 The Mentalist

6
With Rita and a new psychic fraud unit on their tail, Charlie
and Linda fight to keep their con of Nadine on track. A fullon turf war erupts when Fonso and White Tony brawl at a
Roma funeral.

08/09/2018 04:20:00 Shut Eye

6
Jane finds herself in immediate danger when the
kidnapper’s identity is discovered.

Ten Days in the
08/09/2018 05:05:00 Valley

10

Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

08/09/2018 05:50:00 The Mentalist

5
Abbott's old colleague from the DEA asks for help to find
out who got one of his agents killed, but he then tries to
blackmail Abbott so that he can take all of the credit.

08/09/2018 06:35:00 The Mentalist

6
A suspect's infatuation with Catherine results in her taking
over a high profile case. The case is a missing woman
who aspired to be a showgirl.

08/09/2018 07:25:00 CSI

8
When a car bomb explodes in the front entrance of a hotel
on the Strip, the haunting possibility of terrorism becomes
all too real.

08/09/2018 08:10:00 CSI

9
The CSI investigates the murder of a teenager found at a
construction site, beaten to death by multiple vicious blows
from a hammer.

08/09/2018 09:00:00 CSI

10
The team investigates the death of a juror with 11
suspects. They discover that this juror was the only one
holding out on a non-guilty verdict.

08/09/2018 09:50:00 CSI

11
A woman found murdered in her home that looks just like
Sara. The team discovers an unlikely piece of evidence left
behind at the crime scene.

08/09/2018 10:40:00 CSI

12
Abbott's old colleague from the DEA asks for help to find
out who got one of his agents killed, but he then tries to
blackmail Abbott so that he can take all of the credit.

08/09/2018 11:30:00 The Mentalist

6
As Linda's marriage is threatened by her affair with Gina,
Nick is a suspect in his girlfriend's disappearance. Charlie
struggles to understand disturbing visions of a fiery death,
and his own drowning.

08/09/2018 12:20:00 Shut Eye

5

With Rita and a new psychic fraud unit on their tail, Charlie
and Linda fight to keep their con of Nadine on track. A fullon turf war erupts when Fonso and White Tony brawl at a
Roma funeral.
08/09/2018 13:10:00 Shut Eye

6
After Horatio's son goes missing when a prison transport is
attacked Horatio must find him.

08/09/2018 14:00:00 CSI Miami

3
A young woman dies from carbon monoxide poisoning but
the man with her survives, in what appears to be a suicide
pact related to their credit card debt.

08/09/2018 14:50:00 CSI Miami

4
A legendary football hero is stabbed to death while talking
to a reporter on the phone.

08/09/2018 15:40:00 CSI Miami

5
A man is strangled to death near a hotel pool during a total
eclipse of the sun and evidence found at the scene
suggests the killer may not be fully human.

08/09/2018 16:30:00 CSI Miami

6
Jane finds herself in immediate danger when the
kidnapper’s identity is discovered.

Ten Days in the
08/09/2018 17:20:00 Valley

10
It’s all about high stakes, high class, and high fashion, as
Asia’s fiercest aspiring models strut their way to the top in
the battle to become Asia’s Next Top Model.

Asia's Next Top
08/09/2018 18:10:00 Model

3
After Louis buys Cattleman’s Ranch back, he starts to
doubt his instincts as sole owner. Evan gives up a Lenten
tradition, leading his older brothers to mess with his head.

08/09/2018 19:05:00 Fresh Off the Boat

18
Honey plans a relaxing vacation before the baby comes,
but Jessica turns the trip into a crazy quest to meet
Stephen King. Louis panics when Grandma Huang
decides to move out.

08/09/2018 19:35:00 Fresh Off the Boat

19

Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

08/09/2018 20:00:00 The Mentalist

5
Abbott's old colleague from the DEA asks for help to find
out who got one of his agents killed, but he then tries to
blackmail Abbott so that he can take all of the credit.

08/09/2018 20:55:00 The Mentalist

6
A gruesome copycat murder on a street car reopens a
former case for Wade, evoking painful memories from her
past.

08/09/2018 21:50:00 NCIS: New Orleans

15
Pride's longtime friend, state and military attorney Rita
Devereaux (Chelsea Field), asks NCIS to investigate the
disappearance of a JAG lawyer.

08/09/2018 22:45:00 NCIS: New Orleans

16
Tammy is reunited with her ex-husband, Ethan McKinley
(Ed Quinn), who disappeared after embezzling $80 million
in Katrina relief funds, after he is linked to the murder of a
crime boss' son.

08/09/2018 23:35:00 NCIS: New Orleans

17
A highly credentialed and skilled special ops marine sends
Pride and the NCIS team on a city-wide manhunt after he
assaults six men in a bar.

09/09/2018 00:25:00 NCIS: New Orleans

18
While investigating a deadly accident at a naval base,
NCIS discovers a unit of Seabees was poisoned with a
contagious super virus.

09/09/2018 01:15:00 NCIS: New Orleans

19
Abbott's old colleague from the DEA asks for help to find
out who got one of his agents killed, but he then tries to
blackmail Abbott so that he can take all of the credit.

09/09/2018 02:05:00 The Mentalist

6
With Rita and a new psychic fraud unit on their tail, Charlie
and Linda fight to keep their con of Nadine on track. A fullon turf war erupts when Fonso and White Tony brawl at a
Roma funeral.

09/09/2018 02:50:00 Shut Eye

6

Jane flees town for her own protection while Bird continues
to work the case. Meanwhile, Ali tries to keep the peace
with Pete; and Red’s identity is revealed.
Ten Days in the
09/09/2018 03:35:00 Valley

9
Jane finds herself in immediate danger when the
kidnapper’s identity is discovered.

Ten Days in the
09/09/2018 04:20:00 Valley

10
Abbott's old colleague from the DEA asks for help to find
out who got one of his agents killed, but he then tries to
blackmail Abbott so that he can take all of the credit.

09/09/2018 05:05:00 The Mentalist

6
With Rita and a new psychic fraud unit on their tail, Charlie
and Linda fight to keep their con of Nadine on track. A fullon turf war erupts when Fonso and White Tony brawl at a
Roma funeral.

09/09/2018 05:50:00 Shut Eye

6
Jane finds herself in immediate danger when the
kidnapper’s identity is discovered.

Ten Days in the
09/09/2018 06:35:00 Valley

10
NCIS is called in to investigate when the body of a missing
Navy Lieutenant who disappeared a year and a half ago is
located by a cemetery grounds crew while they are
relocating caskets on the property.

09/09/2018 07:25:00 NCIS

2
While on a stakeout with Metro P.D., Torres’ partner
mysteriously vanishes, with the subsequent investigation
leading NCIS to uncover new evidence from a decade-old
murder.

09/09/2018 08:10:00 NCIS

09/09/2018 09:00:00 NCIS

09/09/2018 09:50:00 NCIS

3

4

5

Director Vance welcomes NCIS Special Agent Jacqueline
“Jack” Sloane (Maria Bello), a forensic psychologist he
lobbied to transfer from California, to headquarters. Also,
in the midst of a storm that has shut down Washington,
D.C. and knocked out power, the NCIS team investigates
the
of ahis
sailor,
which
sends Torres
Bishop
Afterkidnapping
Reeves sees
friend
get kidnapped,
theand
NCIS
team discovers the primary suspect disappeared two days
ago with confidential military information. Also, an
embarrassing photo from McGee’s teenage years
becomes a popular meme.

After a petty officer is found murdered on a golf course,
McGee spends hours on the victim’s ham radio trying to
locate a key witness.
09/09/2018 10:40:00 NCIS

6
It’s all about high stakes, high class, and high fashion, as
Asia’s fiercest aspiring models strut their way to the top in
the battle to become Asia’s Next Top Model.

Asia's Next Top
09/09/2018 11:30:00 Model

3
Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

09/09/2018 12:20:00 The Mentalist

5
Abbott's old colleague from the DEA asks for help to find
out who got one of his agents killed, but he then tries to
blackmail Abbott so that he can take all of the credit.

09/09/2018 13:10:00 The Mentalist

6
Hondo teams up with an old DEA friend, Special Agent
Katrina "K.C." Walsh, on a task force aimed at unmasking
the secret leader of a fentanyl drug smuggling ring.

09/09/2018 14:00:00 S.W.A.T.

11
Hondo and the SWAT team join forces with the FBI on a
manhunt to find members of a militia group planning a
domestic terror attack by weaponizing cyanide.

09/09/2018 14:50:00 S.W.A.T.

12
Hondo and Jessica's secret relationship comes to a
crossroads when Michael Plank, the president of the police
commission, discovers their affair.

09/09/2018 15:40:00 S.W.A.T.

13
Hondo and the team go on the hunt for a serial killer who
escaped justice two years prior by faking his death. Hondo
also worries that Buck Spivey, the team’s former leader, is
spiraling into depression.

09/09/2018 16:30:00 S.W.A.T.

14
With Rita and a new psychic fraud unit on their tail, Charlie
and Linda fight to keep their con of Nadine on track. A fullon turf war erupts when Fonso and White Tony brawl at a
Roma funeral.

09/09/2018 17:20:00 Shut Eye

6

Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

09/09/2018 18:10:00 The Mentalist

5
Abbott's old colleague from the DEA asks for help to find
out who got one of his agents killed, but he then tries to
blackmail Abbott so that he can take all of the credit.

09/09/2018 19:05:00 The Mentalist

6
Jane flees town for her own protection while Bird continues
to work the case. Meanwhile, Ali tries to keep the peace
with Pete; and Red’s identity is revealed.

Ten Days in the
09/09/2018 20:00:00 Valley

9
Jane finds herself in immediate danger when the
kidnapper’s identity is discovered.

Ten Days in the
09/09/2018 20:55:00 Valley

09/09/2018 21:50:00 Castle

09/09/2018 22:45:00 Castle

10

1

2

After passing the Captain’s exam in the Season 7 finale,
Beckett was surprised with an offer to run for State
Senate. In the action packed season premiere, Castle and
Beckett are adjusting to Beckett’s career change, when a
call from a mysterious stranger sets off an explosive chain
of
events.
In part
two of last week’s Season 8 premiere, Beckett’s
side of her abrupt disappearance is revealed. After
receiving a mysterious tip from her past, Beckett is
launched into a fight for her life, with a team of
mercenaries hot on her trail. While Castle investigates why
his
wifethe
is on
theofrun,
Beckett
must
figure out
who wants
When
body
a local
college
fraternity
student
is found
gruesomely murdered, Castle has to go undercover as a
professor in order to gain access to the victim’s world.

09/09/2018 23:35:00 Castle

3
When Castle’s idol, a famously reclusive author, turns up
dead, Castle is determined to solve his hero’s murder. But
as he and Beckett dig deeper, they discover that truth is
stranger than fiction.

10/09/2018 00:25:00 Castle

4
With Rita and a new psychic fraud unit on their tail, Charlie
and Linda fight to keep their con of Nadine on track. A fullon turf war erupts when Fonso and White Tony brawl at a
Roma funeral.

10/09/2018 01:15:00 Shut Eye

6

Jane flees town for her own protection while Bird continues
to work the case. Meanwhile, Ali tries to keep the peace
with Pete; and Red’s identity is revealed.
Ten Days in the
10/09/2018 02:05:00 Valley

9
Jane finds herself in immediate danger when the
kidnapper’s identity is discovered.

Ten Days in the
10/09/2018 02:50:00 Valley

10
Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

10/09/2018 03:35:00 The Mentalist

5
Abbott's old colleague from the DEA asks for help to find
out who got one of his agents killed, but he then tries to
blackmail Abbott so that he can take all of the credit.

10/09/2018 04:20:00 The Mentalist

6
Peter helps Joe out with several crime cases, but not all is
good when Joe tries to take all the credit. Brian convinces
Stewie to join a football team, then panics when he gets a
concussion.

10/09/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy

15
After Louis buys Cattleman’s Ranch back, he starts to
doubt his instincts as sole owner. Evan gives up a Lenten
tradition, leading his older brothers to mess with his head.

10/09/2018 05:30:00 Fresh Off the Boat

18
Honey plans a relaxing vacation before the baby comes,
but Jessica turns the trip into a crazy quest to meet
Stephen King. Louis panics when Grandma Huang
decides to move out.

10/09/2018 05:55:00 Fresh Off the Boat

19
After a convicted felon swears the NCIS agency framed
him for murder a decade ago, Gibbs begins his own
investigation, starting with a new autopsy by Ducky.

10/09/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

10/09/2018 07:10:00 Castle

7

5

When a priceless work of art is stolen and its transporter
murdered, Castle and Beckett must work with the key
witness to track down the painting and sniff out the killer.
With special guest star Stephnie Weir (“MADtv,” “The
Comedians”).

A woman found murdered in her home that looks just like
Sara. The team discovers an unlikely piece of evidence left
behind at the crime scene.
10/09/2018 08:00:00 CSI

12
After the NCIS team uncovers a link between an
international drug ring and the New Orleans Police
Department, Lasalle must investigate his former partner in
the Vice unit.

10/09/2018 08:50:00 NCIS: New Orleans

20
Jane finds herself in immediate danger when the
kidnapper’s identity is discovered.

Ten Days in the
10/09/2018 09:40:00 Valley

10
Set in the X-Men universe, a suburban couple’s ordinary
lives are rocked by the sudden discovery that their teenage
children possess mutant powers.

10/09/2018 10:30:00 The Gifted

1
After a convicted felon swears the NCIS agency framed
him for murder a decade ago, Gibbs begins his own
investigation, starting with a new autopsy by Ducky.

10/09/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

10/09/2018 12:10:00 Castle

7

5

When a priceless work of art is stolen and its transporter
murdered, Castle and Beckett must work with the key
witness to track down the painting and sniff out the killer.
With special guest star Stephnie Weir (“MADtv,” “The
Comedians”).
A woman found murdered in her home that looks just like
Sara. The team discovers an unlikely piece of evidence left
behind at the crime scene.

10/09/2018 13:05:00 CSI

12
After the NCIS team uncovers a link between an
international drug ring and the New Orleans Police
Department, Lasalle must investigate his former partner in
the Vice unit.

10/09/2018 14:00:00 NCIS: New Orleans

20
As Linda's marriage is threatened by her affair with Gina,
Nick is a suspect in his girlfriend's disappearance. Charlie
struggles to understand disturbing visions of a fiery death,
and his own drowning.

10/09/2018 14:55:00 Shut Eye

5

With Rita and a new psychic fraud unit on their tail, Charlie
and Linda fight to keep their con of Nadine on track. A fullon turf war erupts when Fonso and White Tony brawl at a
Roma funeral.
10/09/2018 15:50:00 Shut Eye

6
To avoid eating healthy food, Peter opens up his own food
truck with fattening food. Meanwhile, Meg joins a roller
derby team, despite Chris thinking it’s too dangerous.

10/09/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

16
After a convicted felon swears the NCIS agency framed
him for murder a decade ago, Gibbs begins his own
investigation, starting with a new autopsy by Ducky.

10/09/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

7
The CSI are called to investigate multiple homicides in the
wake of a grocery store robbery gone awry.

10/09/2018 18:10:00 CSI

13
After the NCIS team uncovers a link between an
international drug ring and the New Orleans Police
Department, Lasalle must investigate his former partner in
the Vice unit.

10/09/2018 19:05:00 NCIS: New Orleans

20
Abby Clark spends her days taking and fielding emergency
calls at the 911 call center, but constantly desires to know
what happens after she sends help.

10/09/2018 20:00:00 9-1-1

1
A night at an amusement park takes a deadly turn when a
rollercoaster malfunction leaves lives hanging in the
balance.

10/09/2018 20:55:00 9-1-1

2
Bobby and his team respond to an emergency at a
children’s birthday party that leaves lives hanging in the
balance.

10/09/2018 21:50:00 9-1-1

3
The CSI are called to investigate multiple homicides in the
wake of a grocery store robbery gone awry.

10/09/2018 22:45:00 CSI

13

Set in the X-Men universe, a suburban couple’s ordinary
lives are rocked by the sudden discovery that their teenage
children possess mutant powers.
10/09/2018 23:35:00 The Gifted

1
Blink goes into a state of shock, forcing Caitlin and Eclipse
on a mission to find a serum to help her recover.
Meanwhile, Reed faces some difficult choices in helping
his family.

11/09/2018 00:25:00 The Gifted

11/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

2

5

When a priceless work of art is stolen and its transporter
murdered, Castle and Beckett must work with the key
witness to track down the painting and sniff out the killer.
With special guest star Stephnie Weir (“MADtv,” “The
Comedians”).
After a convicted felon swears the NCIS agency framed
him for murder a decade ago, Gibbs begins his own
investigation, starting with a new autopsy by Ducky.

11/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

7
The CSI are called to investigate multiple homicides in the
wake of a grocery store robbery gone awry.

11/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

13
As Linda's marriage is threatened by her affair with Gina,
Nick is a suspect in his girlfriend's disappearance. Charlie
struggles to understand disturbing visions of a fiery death,
and his own drowning.

11/09/2018 03:35:00 Shut Eye

5
With Rita and a new psychic fraud unit on their tail, Charlie
and Linda fight to keep their con of Nadine on track. A fullon turf war erupts when Fonso and White Tony brawl at a
Roma funeral.

11/09/2018 04:20:00 Shut Eye

6
To avoid eating healthy food, Peter opens up his own food
truck with fattening food. Meanwhile, Meg joins a roller
derby team, despite Chris thinking it’s too dangerous.

11/09/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy

16
Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

11/09/2018 05:30:00 The Mentalist

5

An NCIS person of interest in a bribery and fraud case is
found murdered after a runner is led to his body by a
strange voice. Also, McGee and Delilah disagree on
whether to find out the baby's sex or keep it a surprise.
11/09/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

11/09/2018 07:10:00 Castle

8

6

Detective Slaughter (guest star Adam Baldwin) returns to
enlist Castle’s help in solving a high-stakes robbery case.
But when a body is found linked to the crime, Slaughter
becomes the number one suspect in the heist turned
murder, while Castle has to determine whether he’s guilty
or
help
prove
he’stoinnocent
The
CSItoare
called
investigate multiple homicides in the
wake of a grocery store robbery gone awry.

11/09/2018 08:00:00 CSI

13
While Pride listens in on a wiretap of Mayor Hamilton
(Steven Weber), the NCIS team investigates a train heist
of hundreds of Navy weapons.

11/09/2018 08:50:00 NCIS: New Orleans

21
Set in the X-Men universe, a suburban couple’s ordinary
lives are rocked by the sudden discovery that their teenage
children possess mutant powers.

11/09/2018 09:40:00 The Gifted

1
Blink goes into a state of shock, forcing Caitlin and Eclipse
on a mission to find a serum to help her recover.
Meanwhile, Reed faces some difficult choices in helping
his family.

11/09/2018 10:30:00 The Gifted

2
An NCIS person of interest in a bribery and fraud case is
found murdered after a runner is led to his body by a
strange voice. Also, McGee and Delilah disagree on
whether to find out the baby's sex or keep it a surprise.

11/09/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

11/09/2018 12:10:00 Castle

8

6

Detective Slaughter (guest star Adam Baldwin) returns to
enlist Castle’s help in solving a high-stakes robbery case.
But when a body is found linked to the crime, Slaughter
becomes the number one suspect in the heist turned
murder, while Castle has to determine whether he’s guilty
or
help
prove
he’stoinnocent
The
CSItoare
called
investigate multiple homicides in the
wake of a grocery store robbery gone awry.

11/09/2018 13:05:00 CSI

13

While Pride listens in on a wiretap of Mayor Hamilton
(Steven Weber), the NCIS team investigates a train heist
of hundreds of Navy weapons.
11/09/2018 14:00:00 NCIS: New Orleans

21
Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case to prove
that a military colonel murdered his wife.

11/09/2018 14:55:00 The Mentalist

5
Abbott's old colleague from the DEA asks for help to find
out who got one of his agents killed, but he then tries to
blackmail Abbott so that he can take all of the credit.

11/09/2018 15:50:00 The Mentalist

6
Peter gets jealous of Lois after she upstages him at a Red
Sox fantasy baseball camp. Meanwhile, Stewie runs away
from home when Meg is left to babysit him.

11/09/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

17
An NCIS person of interest in a bribery and fraud case is
found murdered after a runner is led to his body by a
strange voice. Also, McGee and Delilah disagree on
whether to find out the baby's sex or keep it a surprise.

11/09/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

8
A Japanese art collection is stolen, the CSI team discover
that the robbers used a decoy to distract the guests in
order to pull off their heist.

11/09/2018 18:10:00 CSI

14
While Pride listens in on a wiretap of Mayor Hamilton
(Steven Weber), the NCIS team investigates a train heist
of hundreds of Navy weapons.

11/09/2018 19:05:00 NCIS: New Orleans

21
In the aftermath of a deadly plane crash, Bobby and team
race to help the survivors, while Athena deals with panic
and chaos at the airport.

11/09/2018 20:00:00 9-1-1

4
The crew races to an emergency when disaster strikes at
an Indian wedding.

11/09/2018 20:55:00 9-1-1

5

On Valentine's Day, a surprise marriage proposal goes
awry with dangerous consequences.

11/09/2018 21:50:00 9-1-1

6
A Japanese art collection is stolen, the CSI team discover
that the robbers used a decoy to distract the guests in
order to pull off their heist.

11/09/2018 22:45:00 CSI

14
Blink goes into a state of shock, forcing Caitlin and Eclipse
on a mission to find a serum to help her recover.
Meanwhile, Reed faces some difficult choices in helping
his family.

11/09/2018 23:35:00 The Gifted

2
To reunite their family, Reed cuts a deal with the Sentinel
Services as Caitlin and the kids seek help from outside the
compound. Meanwhile, Thunderbird teaches Blink how to
control her powers.

12/09/2018 00:25:00 The Gifted

12/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

3

6

Detective Slaughter (guest star Adam Baldwin) returns to
enlist Castle’s help in solving a high-stakes robbery case.
But when a body is found linked to the crime, Slaughter
becomes the number one suspect in the heist turned
murder, while Castle has to determine whether he’s guilty
or
toperson
prove he’s
innocent
Anhelp
NCIS
of interest
in a bribery and fraud case is
found murdered after a runner is led to his body by a
strange voice. Also, McGee and Delilah disagree on
whether to find out the baby's sex or keep it a surprise.

12/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

8
A Japanese art collection is stolen, the CSI team discover
that the robbers used a decoy to distract the guests in
order to pull off their heist.

12/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

14
Abby Clark spends her days taking and fielding emergency
calls at the 911 call center, but constantly desires to know
what happens after she sends help.

12/09/2018 03:35:00 9-1-1

1
A night at an amusement park takes a deadly turn when a
rollercoaster malfunction leaves lives hanging in the
balance.

12/09/2018 04:20:00 9-1-1

2

Peter gets jealous of Lois after she upstages him at a Red
Sox fantasy baseball camp. Meanwhile, Stewie runs away
from home when Meg is left to babysit him.
12/09/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy

17
Abbott's old colleague from the DEA asks for help to find
out who got one of his agents killed, but he then tries to
blackmail Abbott so that he can take all of the credit.

12/09/2018 05:30:00 The Mentalist

12/09/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

6

9

The team's Thanksgiving plans are put on hold while they
track an elusive international arms dealer in D.C. who
recently murdered an MI6 officer who was Sloane's close
friend. Also, Abby races Delilah (Margo Harshman) to the
hospital when her labor starts three weeks early.
In order to hunt down the brutal murderer of a grifting
seducer, Castle & Beckett must investigate New York’s
elite. Meanwhile, Castle plans to surprise Beckett on their
one-year wedding anniversary.

12/09/2018 07:10:00 Castle

7
A Japanese art collection is stolen, the CSI team discover
that the robbers used a decoy to distract the guests in
order to pull off their heist.

12/09/2018 08:00:00 CSI

14
After Belle Chase Navy Chaplain and pastor at Clearwater
Baptist is murdered, Pride believes he found a connection
between Mayor Hamilton and the illegal activity taking
place in the city of Clearwater.

12/09/2018 08:50:00 NCIS: New Orleans

22
Blink goes into a state of shock, forcing Caitlin and Eclipse
on a mission to find a serum to help her recover.
Meanwhile, Reed faces some difficult choices in helping
his family.

12/09/2018 09:40:00 The Gifted

2
To reunite their family, Reed cuts a deal with the Sentinel
Services as Caitlin and the kids seek help from outside the
compound. Meanwhile, Thunderbird teaches Blink how to
control her powers.

12/09/2018 10:30:00 The Gifted

12/09/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

3

9

The team's Thanksgiving plans are put on hold while they
track an elusive international arms dealer in D.C. who
recently murdered an MI6 officer who was Sloane's close
friend. Also, Abby races Delilah (Margo Harshman) to the
hospital when her labor starts three weeks early.

In order to hunt down the brutal murderer of a grifting
seducer, Castle & Beckett must investigate New York’s
elite. Meanwhile, Castle plans to surprise Beckett on their
one-year wedding anniversary.
12/09/2018 12:10:00 Castle

7
A Japanese art collection is stolen, the CSI team discover
that the robbers used a decoy to distract the guests in
order to pull off their heist.

12/09/2018 13:05:00 CSI

14
After Belle Chase Navy Chaplain and pastor at Clearwater
Baptist is murdered, Pride believes he found a connection
between Mayor Hamilton and the illegal activity taking
place in the city of Clearwater.

12/09/2018 14:00:00 NCIS: New Orleans

22
Abby Clark spends her days taking and fielding emergency
calls at the 911 call center, but constantly desires to know
what happens after she sends help.

12/09/2018 14:55:00 9-1-1

1
A night at an amusement park takes a deadly turn when a
rollercoaster malfunction leaves lives hanging in the
balance.

12/09/2018 15:50:00 9-1-1

2
Peter’s the new high school principal, giving Meg a way to
get even with her bullies. Meanwhile, Brian and Stewie
open a bed & breakfast that quickly turns into a brothel.

12/09/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

12/09/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

18

9

The team's Thanksgiving plans are put on hold while they
track an elusive international arms dealer in D.C. who
recently murdered an MI6 officer who was Sloane's close
friend. Also, Abby races Delilah (Margo Harshman) to the
hospital when her labor starts three weeks early.
There is a murder of a millionaire entrepreneur and his
wife who were shot to death in the driveway of their
upscale, gated-community home.

12/09/2018 18:10:00 CSI

15
After Belle Chase Navy Chaplain and pastor at Clearwater
Baptist is murdered, Pride believes he found a connection
between Mayor Hamilton and the illegal activity taking
place in the city of Clearwater.

12/09/2018 19:05:00 NCIS: New Orleans

22

It’s all about high stakes, high class, and high fashion, as
Asia’s fiercest aspiring models strut their way to the top in
the battle to become Asia’s Next Top Model.
Asia's Next Top
12/09/2018 20:00:00 Model

4
Abbott's old colleague from the DEA asks for help to find
out who got one of his agents killed, but he then tries to
blackmail Abbott so that he can take all of the credit.

12/09/2018 20:55:00 The Mentalist

12/09/2018 21:50:00 NCIS

6

9

The team's Thanksgiving plans are put on hold while they
track an elusive international arms dealer in D.C. who
recently murdered an MI6 officer who was Sloane's close
friend. Also, Abby races Delilah (Margo Harshman) to the
hospital when her labor starts three weeks early.
There is a murder of a millionaire entrepreneur and his
wife who were shot to death in the driveway of their
upscale, gated-community home.

12/09/2018 22:45:00 CSI

15
To reunite their family, Reed cuts a deal with the Sentinel
Services as Caitlin and the kids seek help from outside the
compound. Meanwhile, Thunderbird teaches Blink how to
control her powers.

12/09/2018 23:35:00 The Gifted

3
As the mutants plan to take down Sentinel Services,
Eclipse seeks out an old friend to obtain some useful
information. To help the group, Lauren and Andy try to
combine their powers.

13/09/2018 00:25:00 The Gifted

4
In order to hunt down the brutal murderer of a grifting
seducer, Castle & Beckett must investigate New York’s
elite. Meanwhile, Castle plans to surprise Beckett on their
one-year wedding anniversary.

13/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

13/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

7

9

The team's Thanksgiving plans are put on hold while they
track an elusive international arms dealer in D.C. who
recently murdered an MI6 officer who was Sloane's close
friend. Also, Abby races Delilah (Margo Harshman) to the
hospital when her labor starts three weeks early.
There is a murder of a millionaire entrepreneur and his
wife who were shot to death in the driveway of their
upscale, gated-community home.

13/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

15

Bobby and his team respond to an emergency at a
children’s birthday party that leaves lives hanging in the
balance.
13/09/2018 03:35:00 9-1-1

3
In the aftermath of a deadly plane crash, Bobby and team
race to help the survivors, while Athena deals with panic
and chaos at the airport.

13/09/2018 04:20:00 9-1-1

4
Peter’s the new high school principal, giving Meg a way to
get even with her bullies. Meanwhile, Brian and Stewie
open a bed & breakfast that quickly turns into a brothel.

13/09/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy

18
As Linda's marriage is threatened by her affair with Gina,
Nick is a suspect in his girlfriend's disappearance. Charlie
struggles to understand disturbing visions of a fiery death,
and his own drowning.

13/09/2018 05:30:00 Shut Eye

13/09/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

5

10

While Torres and Sloane are on protection detail for U.S.
Senator John Phillips (James Morrison) in Afghanistan for
the holidays, they are notified that the Senator's son is in
the ICU and the group must urgently return to the states.
Also, Gibbs and the team investigate the altercation that
caused
life Beckett
threatening
injuries the
to the
Senator's
son. ship
Castle and
investigate
murder
of a cruise
entertainer, only to find themselves trapped at sea with the
killer. “Mr. & Mrs. Castle.”

13/09/2018 07:10:00 Castle

8
There is a murder of a millionaire entrepreneur and his
wife who were shot to death in the driveway of their
upscale, gated-community home.

13/09/2018 08:00:00 CSI

15
After Pride is spotted tracking one of Mayor Hamilton’s
(Steven Weber) accomplices, the suspect opens fire on a
crowded street before disappearing.

13/09/2018 08:50:00 NCIS: New Orleans

23
To reunite their family, Reed cuts a deal with the Sentinel
Services as Caitlin and the kids seek help from outside the
compound. Meanwhile, Thunderbird teaches Blink how to
control her powers.

13/09/2018 09:40:00 The Gifted

3

As the mutants plan to take down Sentinel Services,
Eclipse seeks out an old friend to obtain some useful
information. To help the group, Lauren and Andy try to
combine their powers.
13/09/2018 10:30:00 The Gifted

13/09/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

4

10

While Torres and Sloane are on protection detail for U.S.
Senator John Phillips (James Morrison) in Afghanistan for
the holidays, they are notified that the Senator's son is in
the ICU and the group must urgently return to the states.
Also, Gibbs and the team investigate the altercation that
caused
life Beckett
threatening
injuries the
to the
Senator's
son. ship
Castle and
investigate
murder
of a cruise
entertainer, only to find themselves trapped at sea with the
killer. “Mr. & Mrs. Castle.”

13/09/2018 12:10:00 Castle

8
There is a murder of a millionaire entrepreneur and his
wife who were shot to death in the driveway of their
upscale, gated-community home.

13/09/2018 13:05:00 CSI

15
After Pride is spotted tracking one of Mayor Hamilton’s
(Steven Weber) accomplices, the suspect opens fire on a
crowded street before disappearing.

13/09/2018 14:00:00 NCIS: New Orleans

23
Bobby and his team respond to an emergency at a
children’s birthday party that leaves lives hanging in the
balance.

13/09/2018 14:55:00 9-1-1

3
In the aftermath of a deadly plane crash, Bobby and team
race to help the survivors, while Athena deals with panic
and chaos at the airport.

13/09/2018 15:50:00 9-1-1

4
When Chris’ Mexican girlfriend, Isabella, gets deported, he
volunteers to take care of her twin babies. But after
learning that Isabella can’t come back to the U.S., the
Griffins go to Mexico to return her children.

13/09/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

13/09/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

19

10

While Torres and Sloane are on protection detail for U.S.
Senator John Phillips (James Morrison) in Afghanistan for
the holidays, they are notified that the Senator's son is in
the ICU and the group must urgently return to the states.
Also, Gibbs and the team investigate the altercation that
caused life threatening injuries to the Senator's son.

Grissom and his team are called to investigate the murder
of a drug rehab counselor found stabbed to death in an
alley in the wrong side of town.
13/09/2018 18:10:00 CSI

16
After Pride is spotted tracking one of Mayor Hamilton’s
(Steven Weber) accomplices, the suspect opens fire on a
crowded street before disappearing.

13/09/2018 19:05:00 NCIS: New Orleans

23
Lisbon and Jane go to Chicago to find Lisbon's younger
brother when they find out that the Feds are looking for
him because he is a potential witness in a murder.

13/09/2018 20:00:00 The Mentalist

7
With Rita and a new psychic fraud unit on their tail, Charlie
and Linda fight to keep their con of Nadine on track. A fullon turf war erupts when Fonso and White Tony brawl at a
Roma funeral.

13/09/2018 20:55:00 Shut Eye

13/09/2018 21:50:00 NCIS

6

10

While Torres and Sloane are on protection detail for U.S.
Senator John Phillips (James Morrison) in Afghanistan for
the holidays, they are notified that the Senator's son is in
the ICU and the group must urgently return to the states.
Also, Gibbs and the team investigate the altercation that
caused
threatening
injuries
to to
the
Senator's the
son.murder
Grissomlife
and
his team are
called
investigate
of a drug rehab counselor found stabbed to death in an
alley in the wrong side of town.

13/09/2018 22:45:00 CSI

16
Lisbon and Jane go to Chicago to find Lisbon's younger
brother when they find out that the Feds are looking for
him because he is a potential witness in a murder.

13/09/2018 23:35:00 The Mentalist

7
Motivated by a tragedy from his past, Jace throws the
Sentinel Services full force into finding the Mutant
Underground Way Station. Blink’s vivid dreams lead her to
confront Dreamer.

14/09/2018 00:25:00 The Gifted

5
Castle and Beckett investigate the murder of a cruise ship
entertainer, only to find themselves trapped at sea with the
killer. “Mr. & Mrs. Castle.”

14/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

8

14/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

10

While Torres and Sloane are on protection detail for U.S.
Senator John Phillips (James Morrison) in Afghanistan for
the holidays, they are notified that the Senator's son is in
the ICU and the group must urgently return to the states.
Also, Gibbs and the team investigate the altercation that
caused
threatening
injuries
to to
the
Senator's the
son.murder
Grissomlife
and
his team are
called
investigate
of a drug rehab counselor found stabbed to death in an
alley in the wrong side of town.

14/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

16
The crew races to an emergency when disaster strikes at
an Indian wedding.

14/09/2018 03:35:00 9-1-1

5
On Valentine's Day, a surprise marriage proposal goes
awry with dangerous consequences.

14/09/2018 04:20:00 9-1-1

6
When Chris’ Mexican girlfriend, Isabella, gets deported, he
volunteers to take care of her twin babies. But after
learning that Isabella can’t come back to the U.S., the
Griffins go to Mexico to return her children.

14/09/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy

19
With Rita and a new psychic fraud unit on their tail, Charlie
and Linda fight to keep their con of Nadine on track. A fullon turf war erupts when Fonso and White Tony brawl at a
Roma funeral.

14/09/2018 05:30:00 Shut Eye

6
Torres and Bishop go undercover as a criminal couple
available for hire, during an NCIS sting operation tracking
illegal drug-running out of the Norfolk civilian marina.

14/09/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

11
When a body is found in the theater of Martha’s latest
show, Castle and Beckett’s investigation leads them into
the unexpectedly dangerous world of competitive a
capella. “High School Musical”’s Corbin Bleu guest stars.

14/09/2018 07:10:00 Castle

9
Grissom and his team are called to investigate the murder
of a drug rehab counselor found stabbed to death in an
alley in the wrong side of town.

14/09/2018 08:00:00 CSI

16

Unable to trust anyone in New Orleans, the NCIS team
calls in FBI Assistant Director Isler to help expose and stop
the sinister scheme Mayor Hamilton has planned for the
residents of Clearwater.
14/09/2018 08:50:00 NCIS: New Orleans

24
As the mutants plan to take down Sentinel Services,
Eclipse seeks out an old friend to obtain some useful
information. To help the group, Lauren and Andy try to
combine their powers.

14/09/2018 09:40:00 The Gifted

4
Motivated by a tragedy from his past, Jace throws the
Sentinel Services full force into finding the Mutant
Underground Way Station. Blink’s vivid dreams lead her to
confront Dreamer.

14/09/2018 10:30:00 The Gifted

5
Torres and Bishop go undercover as a criminal couple
available for hire, during an NCIS sting operation tracking
illegal drug-running out of the Norfolk civilian marina.

14/09/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

11
When a body is found in the theater of Martha’s latest
show, Castle and Beckett’s investigation leads them into
the unexpectedly dangerous world of competitive a
capella. “High School Musical”’s Corbin Bleu guest stars.

14/09/2018 12:10:00 Castle

9
Grissom and his team are called to investigate the murder
of a drug rehab counselor found stabbed to death in an
alley in the wrong side of town.

14/09/2018 13:05:00 CSI

16
Unable to trust anyone in New Orleans, the NCIS team
calls in FBI Assistant Director Isler to help expose and stop
the sinister scheme Mayor Hamilton has planned for the
residents of Clearwater.

14/09/2018 14:00:00 NCIS: New Orleans

24
The crew races to an emergency when disaster strikes at
an Indian wedding.

14/09/2018 14:55:00 9-1-1

5
On Valentine's Day, a surprise marriage proposal goes
awry with dangerous consequences.

14/09/2018 15:50:00 9-1-1

6

Peter’s past as a sperm donor catches up to him when
many of his children show up unannounced to his house.

14/09/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

20
Torres and Bishop go undercover as a criminal couple
available for hire, during an NCIS sting operation tracking
illegal drug-running out of the Norfolk civilian marina.

14/09/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

11
Catherine find what is left of a body tied beneath the
undercarriage of a prison bus and must determine whether
this is an escape gone horribly awry.

14/09/2018 18:10:00 CSI

17
Unable to trust anyone in New Orleans, the NCIS team
calls in FBI Assistant Director Isler to help expose and stop
the sinister scheme Mayor Hamilton has planned for the
residents of Clearwater.

14/09/2018 19:05:00 NCIS: New Orleans

24
A surprise ruling at the Gypsy council upsets Fonso. As
Charlie and Linda scramble to close their long con of
Nadine, Nick gets heartbreaking news about Emma.

14/09/2018 20:00:00 Shut Eye

7
Lisbon and Jane go to Chicago to find Lisbon's younger
brother when they find out that the Feds are looking for
him because he is a potential witness in a murder.

14/09/2018 20:55:00 The Mentalist

7
Torres and Bishop go undercover as a criminal couple
available for hire, during an NCIS sting operation tracking
illegal drug-running out of the Norfolk civilian marina.

14/09/2018 21:50:00 NCIS

11
Catherine find what is left of a body tied beneath the
undercarriage of a prison bus and must determine whether
this is an escape gone horribly awry.

14/09/2018 22:45:00 CSI

17
A surprise ruling at the Gypsy council upsets Fonso. As
Charlie and Linda scramble to close their long con of
Nadine, Nick gets heartbreaking news about Emma.

14/09/2018 23:35:00 Shut Eye

7

Thunderbird spearheads a mission to get answers from
Sentinel Services. Lauren encounters a new friend with
useful powers, and Blink makes a big decision regarding
her future.
15/09/2018 00:25:00 The Gifted

6
When a body is found in the theater of Martha’s latest
show, Castle and Beckett’s investigation leads them into
the unexpectedly dangerous world of competitive a
capella. “High School Musical”’s Corbin Bleu guest stars.

15/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

9
Torres and Bishop go undercover as a criminal couple
available for hire, during an NCIS sting operation tracking
illegal drug-running out of the Norfolk civilian marina.

15/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

11
Catherine find what is left of a body tied beneath the
undercarriage of a prison bus and must determine whether
this is an escape gone horribly awry.

15/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

17
A surprise ruling at the Gypsy council upsets Fonso. As
Charlie and Linda scramble to close their long con of
Nadine, Nick gets heartbreaking news about Emma.

15/09/2018 03:35:00 Shut Eye

7
Set in the X-Men universe, a suburban couple’s ordinary
lives are rocked by the sudden discovery that their teenage
children possess mutant powers.

15/09/2018 04:20:00 The Gifted

1
Blink goes into a state of shock, forcing Caitlin and Eclipse
on a mission to find a serum to help her recover.
Meanwhile, Reed faces some difficult choices in helping
his family.

15/09/2018 05:05:00 The Gifted

2
To reunite their family, Reed cuts a deal with the Sentinel
Services as Caitlin and the kids seek help from outside the
compound. Meanwhile, Thunderbird teaches Blink how to
control her powers.

15/09/2018 05:50:00 The Gifted

3
Lisbon and Jane go to Chicago to find Lisbon's younger
brother when they find out that the Feds are looking for
him because he is a potential witness in a murder.

15/09/2018 06:35:00 The Mentalist

7

The CSI are called to investigate multiple homicides in the
wake of a grocery store robbery gone awry.

15/09/2018 07:25:00 CSI

13
A Japanese art collection is stolen, the CSI team discover
that the robbers used a decoy to distract the guests in
order to pull off their heist.

15/09/2018 08:10:00 CSI

14
There is a murder of a millionaire entrepreneur and his
wife who were shot to death in the driveway of their
upscale, gated-community home.

15/09/2018 09:00:00 CSI

15
Grissom and his team are called to investigate the murder
of a drug rehab counselor found stabbed to death in an
alley in the wrong side of town.

15/09/2018 09:50:00 CSI

16
Catherine find what is left of a body tied beneath the
undercarriage of a prison bus and must determine whether
this is an escape gone horribly awry.

15/09/2018 10:40:00 CSI

17
Lisbon and Jane go to Chicago to find Lisbon's younger
brother when they find out that the Feds are looking for
him because he is a potential witness in a murder.

15/09/2018 11:30:00 The Mentalist

7
With Rita and a new psychic fraud unit on their tail, Charlie
and Linda fight to keep their con of Nadine on track. A fullon turf war erupts when Fonso and White Tony brawl at a
Roma funeral.

15/09/2018 12:20:00 Shut Eye

6
A surprise ruling at the Gypsy council upsets Fonso. As
Charlie and Linda scramble to close their long con of
Nadine, Nick gets heartbreaking news about Emma.

15/09/2018 13:10:00 Shut Eye

7
A model dies by electrocution on a runway during a
fashion show, and the investigation reveals the death
wasn't an accident but murder.

15/09/2018 14:00:00 CSI Miami

7

A young man is shot to death in a hotel elevator, and the
murder appears to have ties to a gang initiation.

15/09/2018 14:50:00 CSI Miami

8
Calleigh could find herself in trouble after she is involved in
an off-duty shooting.

15/09/2018 15:40:00 CSI Miami

9
A wealthy family's nanny is murdered during a lavish party.

15/09/2018 16:30:00 CSI Miami

10
Lisbon and Jane go to Chicago to find Lisbon's younger
brother when they find out that the Feds are looking for
him because he is a potential witness in a murder.

15/09/2018 17:20:00 The Mentalist

7
It’s all about high stakes, high class, and high fashion, as
Asia’s fiercest aspiring models strut their way to the top in
the battle to become Asia’s Next Top Model.

Asia's Next Top
15/09/2018 18:10:00 Model

4
Abby Clark spends her days taking and fielding emergency
calls at the 911 call center, but constantly desires to know
what happens after she sends help.

15/09/2018 19:05:00 9-1-1

1
A night at an amusement park takes a deadly turn when a
rollercoaster malfunction leaves lives hanging in the
balance.

15/09/2018 20:00:00 9-1-1

2
Bobby and his team respond to an emergency at a
children’s birthday party that leaves lives hanging in the
balance.

15/09/2018 20:55:00 9-1-1

3
After the NCIS team uncovers a link between an
international drug ring and the New Orleans Police
Department, Lasalle must investigate his former partner in
the Vice unit.

15/09/2018 21:50:00 NCIS: New Orleans

20

While Pride listens in on a wiretap of Mayor Hamilton
(Steven Weber), the NCIS team investigates a train heist
of hundreds of Navy weapons.
15/09/2018 22:45:00 NCIS: New Orleans

21
After Belle Chase Navy Chaplain and pastor at Clearwater
Baptist is murdered, Pride believes he found a connection
between Mayor Hamilton and the illegal activity taking
place in the city of Clearwater.

15/09/2018 23:35:00 NCIS: New Orleans

22
After Pride is spotted tracking one of Mayor Hamilton’s
(Steven Weber) accomplices, the suspect opens fire on a
crowded street before disappearing.

16/09/2018 00:25:00 NCIS: New Orleans

23
Unable to trust anyone in New Orleans, the NCIS team
calls in FBI Assistant Director Isler to help expose and stop
the sinister scheme Mayor Hamilton has planned for the
residents of Clearwater.

16/09/2018 01:15:00 NCIS: New Orleans

24
A surprise ruling at the Gypsy council upsets Fonso. As
Charlie and Linda scramble to close their long con of
Nadine, Nick gets heartbreaking news about Emma.

16/09/2018 02:05:00 Shut Eye

7
Abbott's old colleague from the DEA asks for help to find
out who got one of his agents killed, but he then tries to
blackmail Abbott so that he can take all of the credit.

16/09/2018 02:50:00 The Mentalist

6
Lisbon and Jane go to Chicago to find Lisbon's younger
brother when they find out that the Feds are looking for
him because he is a potential witness in a murder.

16/09/2018 03:35:00 The Mentalist

7
As the mutants plan to take down Sentinel Services,
Eclipse seeks out an old friend to obtain some useful
information. To help the group, Lauren and Andy try to
combine their powers.

16/09/2018 04:20:00 The Gifted

4
Motivated by a tragedy from his past, Jace throws the
Sentinel Services full force into finding the Mutant
Underground Way Station. Blink’s vivid dreams lead her to
confront Dreamer.

16/09/2018 05:05:00 The Gifted

5

Thunderbird spearheads a mission to get answers from
Sentinel Services. Lauren encounters a new friend with
useful powers, and Blink makes a big decision regarding
her future.
16/09/2018 05:50:00 The Gifted

6
A surprise ruling at the Gypsy council upsets Fonso. As
Charlie and Linda scramble to close their long con of
Nadine, Nick gets heartbreaking news about Emma.

16/09/2018 06:35:00 Shut Eye

7
After a convicted felon swears the NCIS agency framed
him for murder a decade ago, Gibbs begins his own
investigation, starting with a new autopsy by Ducky.

16/09/2018 07:25:00 NCIS

7
An NCIS person of interest in a bribery and fraud case is
found murdered after a runner is led to his body by a
strange voice. Also, McGee and Delilah disagree on
whether to find out the baby's sex or keep it a surprise.

16/09/2018 08:10:00 NCIS

16/09/2018 09:00:00 NCIS

16/09/2018 09:50:00 NCIS

8

9

10

The team's Thanksgiving plans are put on hold while they
track an elusive international arms dealer in D.C. who
recently murdered an MI6 officer who was Sloane's close
friend. Also, Abby races Delilah (Margo Harshman) to the
hospital when her labor starts three weeks early.
While Torres and Sloane are on protection detail for U.S.
Senator John Phillips (James Morrison) in Afghanistan for
the holidays, they are notified that the Senator's son is in
the ICU and the group must urgently return to the states.
Also, Gibbs and the team investigate the altercation that
caused
life threatening
injuries to the
Torres and
Bishop go undercover
as aSenator's
criminal son.
couple
available for hire, during an NCIS sting operation tracking
illegal drug-running out of the Norfolk civilian marina.

16/09/2018 10:40:00 NCIS

11
It’s all about high stakes, high class, and high fashion, as
Asia’s fiercest aspiring models strut their way to the top in
the battle to become Asia’s Next Top Model.

Asia's Next Top
16/09/2018 11:30:00 Model

4
Abbott's old colleague from the DEA asks for help to find
out who got one of his agents killed, but he then tries to
blackmail Abbott so that he can take all of the credit.

16/09/2018 12:20:00 The Mentalist

6

Lisbon and Jane go to Chicago to find Lisbon's younger
brother when they find out that the Feds are looking for
him because he is a potential witness in a murder.
16/09/2018 13:10:00 The Mentalist

7
The job becomes personal for Hondo when his criminal
informant friend is killed while seeking information about a
robbery crew that a joint SWAT and FBI task force is trying
to capture.

16/09/2018 14:00:00 S.W.A.T.

15
When a young heiress, Juliette Carlton, is kidnapped for
ransom, Hondo and the SWAT team go on a citywide
search to bring her home before she is harmed.

16/09/2018 14:50:00 S.W.A.T.

16
As Hondo and S.W.A.T. work to de-escalate a hostage
situation in which an ex-convict is holding a local family
captive, the mission takes a dangerous turn that impacts
the team.

16/09/2018 15:40:00 S.W.A.T.

17
Hondo confronts his long-held resentment towards his
ailing father, Daniel Harrelson, Sr., when he and his sister,
Briana, try to convince their dad he’s no longer well
enough to live alone.

16/09/2018 16:30:00 S.W.A.T.

18
A surprise ruling at the Gypsy council upsets Fonso. As
Charlie and Linda scramble to close their long con of
Nadine, Nick gets heartbreaking news about Emma.

16/09/2018 17:20:00 Shut Eye

7
Lisbon and Jane go to Chicago to find Lisbon's younger
brother when they find out that the Feds are looking for
him because he is a potential witness in a murder.

16/09/2018 18:10:00 The Mentalist

7
In the aftermath of a deadly plane crash, Bobby and team
race to help the survivors, while Athena deals with panic
and chaos at the airport.

16/09/2018 19:05:00 9-1-1

4
The crew races to an emergency when disaster strikes at
an Indian wedding.

16/09/2018 20:00:00 9-1-1

5

On Valentine's Day, a surprise marriage proposal goes
awry with dangerous consequences.

16/09/2018 20:55:00 9-1-1

16/09/2018 21:50:00 Castle

16/09/2018 22:45:00 Castle

6

5

6

When a priceless work of art is stolen and its transporter
murdered, Castle and Beckett must work with the key
witness to track down the painting and sniff out the killer.
With special guest star Stephnie Weir (“MADtv,” “The
Comedians”).
Detective Slaughter (guest star Adam Baldwin) returns to
enlist Castle’s help in solving a high-stakes robbery case.
But when a body is found linked to the crime, Slaughter
becomes the number one suspect in the heist turned
murder, while Castle has to determine whether he’s guilty
or
help totoprove
he’s innocent
In order
hunt down
the brutal murderer of a grifting
seducer, Castle & Beckett must investigate New York’s
elite. Meanwhile, Castle plans to surprise Beckett on their
one-year wedding anniversary.

16/09/2018 23:35:00 Castle

7
Castle and Beckett investigate the murder of a cruise ship
entertainer, only to find themselves trapped at sea with the
killer. “Mr. & Mrs. Castle.”

17/09/2018 00:25:00 Castle

8
When a body is found in the theater of Martha’s latest
show, Castle and Beckett’s investigation leads them into
the unexpectedly dangerous world of competitive a
capella. “High School Musical”’s Corbin Bleu guest stars.

17/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

9
Jane finds herself in immediate danger when the
kidnapper’s identity is discovered.

Ten Days in the
17/09/2018 02:05:00 Valley

10
A surprise ruling at the Gypsy council upsets Fonso. As
Charlie and Linda scramble to close their long con of
Nadine, Nick gets heartbreaking news about Emma.

17/09/2018 02:50:00 Shut Eye

7
Abbott's old colleague from the DEA asks for help to find
out who got one of his agents killed, but he then tries to
blackmail Abbott so that he can take all of the credit.

17/09/2018 03:35:00 The Mentalist

6

Lisbon and Jane go to Chicago to find Lisbon's younger
brother when they find out that the Feds are looking for
him because he is a potential witness in a murder.
17/09/2018 04:20:00 The Mentalist

7
Peter’s past as a sperm donor catches up to him when
many of his children show up unannounced to his house.

17/09/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy

20
Torres and Bishop go undercover as a criminal couple
available for hire, during an NCIS sting operation tracking
illegal drug-running out of the Norfolk civilian marina.

17/09/2018 05:30:00 NCIS

11
After a seemingly happy and successful Navy Lieutenant
appears to have taken her own life, Gibbs and the team
conduct a thorough investigation, interviewing family and
friends from her past and present.

17/09/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

17/09/2018 07:10:00 Castle

12

10

Castle finally gets his day in court when he takes the stand
as the key witness to a murder from five months ago. But
when new information suddenly arises, he and Beckett
must race against the clock to prevent a miscarriage of
justice.
Catherine find what is left of a body tied beneath the
undercarriage of a prison bus and must determine whether
this is an escape gone horribly awry.

17/09/2018 08:00:00 CSI

17
Gideon is on a mission to transform Chicago's troubled
13th District, and knows he's going to need help. Once he
launches the APB app, he realizes his work is just
beginning.

17/09/2018 08:50:00 APB

1
Motivated by a tragedy from his past, Jace throws the
Sentinel Services full force into finding the Mutant
Underground Way Station. Blink’s vivid dreams lead her to
confront Dreamer.

17/09/2018 09:40:00 The Gifted

5
Thunderbird spearheads a mission to get answers from
Sentinel Services. Lauren encounters a new friend with
useful powers, and Blink makes a big decision regarding
her future.

17/09/2018 10:30:00 The Gifted

6

After a seemingly happy and successful Navy Lieutenant
appears to have taken her own life, Gibbs and the team
conduct a thorough investigation, interviewing family and
friends from her past and present.
17/09/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

17/09/2018 12:10:00 Castle

12

10

Castle finally gets his day in court when he takes the stand
as the key witness to a murder from five months ago. But
when new information suddenly arises, he and Beckett
must race against the clock to prevent a miscarriage of
justice.
Gideon is on a mission to transform Chicago's troubled
13th District, and knows he's going to need help. Once he
launches the APB app, he realizes his work is just
beginning.

17/09/2018 13:05:00 APB

1
Catherine find what is left of a body tied beneath the
undercarriage of a prison bus and must determine whether
this is an escape gone horribly awry.

17/09/2018 14:00:00 CSI

17
With Rita and a new psychic fraud unit on their tail, Charlie
and Linda fight to keep their con of Nadine on track. A fullon turf war erupts when Fonso and White Tony brawl at a
Roma funeral.

17/09/2018 14:55:00 Shut Eye

6
A surprise ruling at the Gypsy council upsets Fonso. As
Charlie and Linda scramble to close their long con of
Nadine, Nick gets heartbreaking news about Emma.

17/09/2018 15:50:00 Shut Eye

7
Tired of not winning an Emmy, Peter embarks on his own
For Your Consideration campaign for "Family Guy" by
making the show more like Emmy-winning shows – and no
category is off limits.

17/09/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

1
After a seemingly happy and successful Navy Lieutenant
appears to have taken her own life, Gibbs and the team
conduct a thorough investigation, interviewing family and
friends from her past and present.

17/09/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

12
Grissom investigates Walter Damian, an evil loner who
dies while in police custody after beating a man to death
with his bare hands.

17/09/2018 18:10:00 CSI

18

Catherine, Warrick and Nick investigate a suburban house
fire that leaves a young girl dead. The CSI team must
determine if the fire was an accident.
17/09/2018 19:05:00 CSI

19
A full moon keeps the crew busy with some of the craziest
calls yet, as Athena investigates a potential home invasion
and "faces off" against a rabid criminal.

17/09/2018 20:00:00 9-1-1

7
What goes around comes around for an unremorseful
widower, an arrogant fitness club owner and an
unsuspecting thief.

17/09/2018 20:55:00 9-1-1

8
After a seemingly happy and successful Navy Lieutenant
appears to have taken her own life, Gibbs and the team
conduct a thorough investigation, interviewing family and
friends from her past and present.

17/09/2018 21:50:00 NCIS

12
Grissom investigates Walter Damian, an evil loner who
dies while in police custody after beating a man to death
with his bare hands.

17/09/2018 22:45:00 CSI

18
Thunderbird spearheads a mission to get answers from
Sentinel Services. Lauren encounters a new friend with
useful powers, and Blink makes a big decision regarding
her future.

17/09/2018 23:35:00 The Gifted

6
Eclipse receives a call from his ex-lover, Carmen, and
must revisit his dark past in order to protect the
Underground.

18/09/2018 00:25:00 The Gifted

18/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

7

10

Castle finally gets his day in court when he takes the stand
as the key witness to a murder from five months ago. But
when new information suddenly arises, he and Beckett
must race against the clock to prevent a miscarriage of
justice.
After a seemingly happy and successful Navy Lieutenant
appears to have taken her own life, Gibbs and the team
conduct a thorough investigation, interviewing family and
friends from her past and present.

18/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

12

Grissom investigates Walter Damian, an evil loner who
dies while in police custody after beating a man to death
with his bare hands.
18/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

18
With Rita and a new psychic fraud unit on their tail, Charlie
and Linda fight to keep their con of Nadine on track. A fullon turf war erupts when Fonso and White Tony brawl at a
Roma funeral.

18/09/2018 03:35:00 Shut Eye

6
A surprise ruling at the Gypsy council upsets Fonso. As
Charlie and Linda scramble to close their long con of
Nadine, Nick gets heartbreaking news about Emma.

18/09/2018 04:20:00 Shut Eye

7
Tired of not winning an Emmy, Peter embarks on his own
For Your Consideration campaign for "Family Guy" by
making the show more like Emmy-winning shows – and no
category is off limits.

18/09/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy

1
Abbott's old colleague from the DEA asks for help to find
out who got one of his agents killed, but he then tries to
blackmail Abbott so that he can take all of the credit.

18/09/2018 05:30:00 The Mentalist

18/09/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

18/09/2018 07:10:00 Castle

6

13

After McGee and Torres visit the home of a high schooler
who witnessed a hit and run, her parents, Christopher
(Jamie Kaler) and Julie Bell (Gabrielle Carteris), flee with
their daughter, leaving NCIS in the lurch. Also, Vance's
daughter is arrested for shoplifting.

11

When the son of a Russian diplomat turns up murdered,
Beckett and Castle find themselves in a dangerous game
of international crime and punishment, with Castle having
to entertain a jovial Russian security officer who winds up
more involved than anyone planned.
Grissom investigates Walter Damian, an evil loner who
dies while in police custody after beating a man to death
with his bare hands.

18/09/2018 08:00:00 CSI

18
Gideon joins Murphy on a ride-along, and after a firsthand
experience of the violence, vows to get more involved.
Murphy is disturbed to learn someone she knows is out to
foil Gideon’s plans.

18/09/2018 08:50:00 APB

2

Thunderbird spearheads a mission to get answers from
Sentinel Services. Lauren encounters a new friend with
useful powers, and Blink makes a big decision regarding
her future.
18/09/2018 09:40:00 The Gifted

6
Eclipse receives a call from his ex-lover, Carmen, and
must revisit his dark past in order to protect the
Underground.

18/09/2018 10:30:00 The Gifted

18/09/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

18/09/2018 12:10:00 Castle

7

13

After McGee and Torres visit the home of a high schooler
who witnessed a hit and run, her parents, Christopher
(Jamie Kaler) and Julie Bell (Gabrielle Carteris), flee with
their daughter, leaving NCIS in the lurch. Also, Vance's
daughter is arrested for shoplifting.

11

When the son of a Russian diplomat turns up murdered,
Beckett and Castle find themselves in a dangerous game
of international crime and punishment, with Castle having
to entertain a jovial Russian security officer who winds up
more involved than anyone planned.
Gideon joins Murphy on a ride-along, and after a firsthand
experience of the violence, vows to get more involved.
Murphy is disturbed to learn someone she knows is out to
foil Gideon’s plans.

18/09/2018 13:05:00 APB

2
Grissom investigates Walter Damian, an evil loner who
dies while in police custody after beating a man to death
with his bare hands.

18/09/2018 14:00:00 CSI

18
Abbott's old colleague from the DEA asks for help to find
out who got one of his agents killed, but he then tries to
blackmail Abbott so that he can take all of the credit.

18/09/2018 14:55:00 The Mentalist

6
Lisbon and Jane go to Chicago to find Lisbon's younger
brother when they find out that the Feds are looking for
him because he is a potential witness in a murder.

18/09/2018 15:50:00 The Mentalist

7
Peter becomes friends with a cool, handsome paramedic
named Stryker Foxx. Wrapped up in his newfound
"coolness", he soon dumps Quagmire, Joe and Cleveland.

18/09/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

2

18/09/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

13

After McGee and Torres visit the home of a high schooler
who witnessed a hit and run, her parents, Christopher
(Jamie Kaler) and Julie Bell (Gabrielle Carteris), flee with
their daughter, leaving NCIS in the lurch. Also, Vance's
daughter is arrested for shoplifting.
Catherine, Warrick and Nick investigate a suburban house
fire that leaves a young girl dead. The CSI team must
determine if the fire was an accident.

18/09/2018 18:10:00 CSI

19
Grissom, Catherine and Nick investigate the death of a
runner. Sara and Warrick investigate the murder-suicide of
couple in a hotel room.

18/09/2018 19:05:00 CSI

20
The first responders race to help a homeless man crushed
in a garbage truck, a mother and son in a crashed elevator
and extreme hoarders entombed in their house.

18/09/2018 20:00:00 9-1-1

9
The first responders take calls to help an unusual
domestic disturbance, a “death” at a psychic’s and a
horrific motorcycle crash.

18/09/2018 20:55:00 9-1-1

18/09/2018 21:50:00 NCIS

10

13

After McGee and Torres visit the home of a high schooler
who witnessed a hit and run, her parents, Christopher
(Jamie Kaler) and Julie Bell (Gabrielle Carteris), flee with
their daughter, leaving NCIS in the lurch. Also, Vance's
daughter is arrested for shoplifting.
Catherine, Warrick and Nick investigate a suburban house
fire that leaves a young girl dead. The CSI team must
determine if the fire was an accident.

18/09/2018 22:45:00 CSI

19
Eclipse receives a call from his ex-lover, Carmen, and
must revisit his dark past in order to protect the
Underground.

18/09/2018 23:35:00 The Gifted

7
More refugees pour into the Mutant Underground, but one
of them is a spy for Sentinel Services. Reed learns secrets
from his family’s past that could prove useful.

19/09/2018 00:25:00 The Gifted

8

19/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

19/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

11

When the son of a Russian diplomat turns up murdered,
Beckett and Castle find themselves in a dangerous game
of international crime and punishment, with Castle having
to entertain a jovial Russian security officer who winds up
more involved than anyone planned.

13

After McGee and Torres visit the home of a high schooler
who witnessed a hit and run, her parents, Christopher
(Jamie Kaler) and Julie Bell (Gabrielle Carteris), flee with
their daughter, leaving NCIS in the lurch. Also, Vance's
daughter is arrested for shoplifting.
Catherine, Warrick and Nick investigate a suburban house
fire that leaves a young girl dead. The CSI team must
determine if the fire was an accident.

19/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

19
The crew races to an emergency when disaster strikes at
an Indian wedding.

19/09/2018 03:35:00 9-1-1

5
On Valentine's Day, a surprise marriage proposal goes
awry with dangerous consequences.

19/09/2018 04:20:00 9-1-1

6
Peter becomes friends with a cool, handsome paramedic
named Stryker Foxx. Wrapped up in his newfound
"coolness", he soon dumps Quagmire, Joe and Cleveland.

19/09/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy

2
Lisbon and Jane go to Chicago to find Lisbon's younger
brother when they find out that the Feds are looking for
him because he is a potential witness in a murder.

19/09/2018 05:30:00 The Mentalist

19/09/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

7

14

After the body of a missing Navy commander is found,
Vance orders Gibbs and the team to work with former FBI
Agent Tobias 'T.C.' Fornell (Joe Spano), the private
investigator who was hired to locate him. Also, Bishop and
Torres interview convicted investment advisor Albert
Hathaway
(Kevin Pollak)
whentothe
victim
linked to his
Castle is captured
and forced
work
withisstrangers
to
solve deranged puzzles and mind games, while Beckett
and the 12th Precinct must race against time to rescue
Castle and catch a killer.

19/09/2018 07:10:00 Castle

12

Catherine, Warrick and Nick investigate a suburban house
fire that leaves a young girl dead. The CSI team must
determine if the fire was an accident.
19/09/2018 08:00:00 CSI

19
A group of robbers kill a security guard who used the APB
app. Gideon redesigns a feedback chair for use in the
investigation room, as Murphy learns that her powerful exhusband may be watching them.

19/09/2018 08:50:00 APB

3
Eclipse receives a call from his ex-lover, Carmen, and
must revisit his dark past in order to protect the
Underground.

19/09/2018 09:40:00 The Gifted

7
More refugees pour into the Mutant Underground, but one
of them is a spy for Sentinel Services. Reed learns secrets
from his family’s past that could prove useful.

19/09/2018 10:30:00 The Gifted

19/09/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

8

14

After the body of a missing Navy commander is found,
Vance orders Gibbs and the team to work with former FBI
Agent Tobias 'T.C.' Fornell (Joe Spano), the private
investigator who was hired to locate him. Also, Bishop and
Torres interview convicted investment advisor Albert
Hathaway
(Kevin Pollak)
whentothe
victim
linked to his
Castle is captured
and forced
work
withisstrangers
to
solve deranged puzzles and mind games, while Beckett
and the 12th Precinct must race against time to rescue
Castle and catch a killer.

19/09/2018 12:10:00 Castle

12
A group of robbers kill a security guard who used the APB
app. Gideon redesigns a feedback chair for use in the
investigation room, as Murphy learns that her powerful exhusband may be watching them.

19/09/2018 13:05:00 APB

3
Catherine, Warrick and Nick investigate a suburban house
fire that leaves a young girl dead. The CSI team must
determine if the fire was an accident.

19/09/2018 14:00:00 CSI

19
The crew races to an emergency when disaster strikes at
an Indian wedding.

19/09/2018 14:55:00 9-1-1

5

On Valentine's Day, a surprise marriage proposal goes
awry with dangerous consequences.

19/09/2018 15:50:00 9-1-1

6
The Griffins get a nanny for the kids, courtesy of Lois’
parents, which gives Peter and Lois the opportunity to
reconnect.

19/09/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

19/09/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

3

14

After the body of a missing Navy commander is found,
Vance orders Gibbs and the team to work with former FBI
Agent Tobias 'T.C.' Fornell (Joe Spano), the private
investigator who was hired to locate him. Also, Bishop and
Torres interview convicted investment advisor Albert
Hathaway
(Kevin Pollak)
wheninvestigate
the victim the
is linked
Grissom, Catherine
and Nick
deathtoofhis
a
runner. Sara and Warrick investigate the murder-suicide of
couple in a hotel room.

19/09/2018 18:10:00 CSI

20
The CSI team investigate the derailment of a roller coaster
that results in the death of six people and determine if it
was an accident or murder.

19/09/2018 19:05:00 CSI

21
It’s all about high stakes, high class, and high fashion, as
Asia’s fiercest aspiring models strut their way to the top in
the battle to become Asia’s Next Top Model.

Asia's Next Top
19/09/2018 20:00:00 Model

5
Set in the X-Men universe, a suburban couple’s ordinary
lives are rocked by the sudden discovery that their teenage
children possess mutant powers.

19/09/2018 20:55:00 The Gifted

1
Blink goes into a state of shock, forcing Caitlin and Eclipse
on a mission to find a serum to help her recover.
Meanwhile, Reed faces some difficult choices in helping
his family.

19/09/2018 21:50:00 The Gifted

2
Grissom, Catherine and Nick investigate the death of a
runner. Sara and Warrick investigate the murder-suicide of
couple in a hotel room.

19/09/2018 22:45:00 CSI

20

Lisbon and Jane go to Chicago to find Lisbon's younger
brother when they find out that the Feds are looking for
him because he is a potential witness in a murder.
19/09/2018 23:35:00 The Mentalist

7
The team develops a risky plan to help mutants in Sentinel
Services’ custody. Reed reveals details about the
Struckers’ family history that could prove to be a gamechanger.

20/09/2018 00:25:00 The Gifted

9
Castle is captured and forced to work with strangers to
solve deranged puzzles and mind games, while Beckett
and the 12th Precinct must race against time to rescue
Castle and catch a killer.

20/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

20/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

12

14

After the body of a missing Navy commander is found,
Vance orders Gibbs and the team to work with former FBI
Agent Tobias 'T.C.' Fornell (Joe Spano), the private
investigator who was hired to locate him. Also, Bishop and
Torres interview convicted investment advisor Albert
Hathaway
(Kevin Pollak)
wheninvestigate
the victim the
is linked
Grissom, Catherine
and Nick
deathtoofhis
a
runner. Sara and Warrick investigate the murder-suicide of
couple in a hotel room.

20/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

20
A full moon keeps the crew busy with some of the craziest
calls yet, as Athena investigates a potential home invasion
and "faces off" against a rabid criminal.

20/09/2018 03:35:00 9-1-1

7
What goes around comes around for an unremorseful
widower, an arrogant fitness club owner and an
unsuspecting thief.

20/09/2018 04:20:00 9-1-1

8
The Griffins get a nanny for the kids, courtesy of Lois’
parents, which gives Peter and Lois the opportunity to
reconnect.

20/09/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy

3
With Rita and a new psychic fraud unit on their tail, Charlie
and Linda fight to keep their con of Nadine on track. A fullon turf war erupts when Fonso and White Tony brawl at a
Roma funeral.

20/09/2018 05:30:00 Shut Eye

6

NCIS strikes a deal with convicted murderer Paul Triff,
giving him a 48-hour furlough at his former residence, now
McGee's home, in exchange for information that can
convict his former cellmate.
20/09/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

20/09/2018 07:10:00 Castle

15

13

Beckett and the 12th Precinct look into the murder of an
English as a Second Langue student. But when the
victim’s class won’t talk to the police, Castle goes
undercover as a French Canadian immigrant and learns
that the victim was more than he seemed.
Grissom, Catherine and Nick investigate the death of a
runner. Sara and Warrick investigate the murder-suicide of
couple in a hotel room.

20/09/2018 08:00:00 CSI

20
Officer Brandt’s undercover mission on the black market
goes awry, leading the team to use a high-tech jacket to
bring him back to safety. A task force led by Murphy’s exhusband threatens Gideon’s future.

20/09/2018 08:50:00 APB

4
More refugees pour into the Mutant Underground, but one
of them is a spy for Sentinel Services. Reed learns secrets
from his family’s past that could prove useful.

20/09/2018 09:40:00 The Gifted

8
The team develops a risky plan to help mutants in Sentinel
Services’ custody. Reed reveals details about the
Struckers’ family history that could prove to be a gamechanger.

20/09/2018 10:30:00 The Gifted

9
NCIS strikes a deal with convicted murderer Paul Triff,
giving him a 48-hour furlough at his former residence, now
McGee's home, in exchange for information that can
convict his former cellmate.

20/09/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

20/09/2018 12:10:00 Castle

15

13

Beckett and the 12th Precinct look into the murder of an
English as a Second Langue student. But when the
victim’s class won’t talk to the police, Castle goes
undercover as a French Canadian immigrant and learns
that the victim was more than he seemed.
Officer Brandt’s undercover mission on the black market
goes awry, leading the team to use a high-tech jacket to
bring him back to safety. A task force led by Murphy’s exhusband threatens Gideon’s future.

20/09/2018 13:05:00 APB

4

Grissom, Catherine and Nick investigate the death of a
runner. Sara and Warrick investigate the murder-suicide of
couple in a hotel room.
20/09/2018 14:00:00 CSI

20
A full moon keeps the crew busy with some of the craziest
calls yet, as Athena investigates a potential home invasion
and "faces off" against a rabid criminal.

20/09/2018 14:55:00 9-1-1

7
What goes around comes around for an unremorseful
widower, an arrogant fitness club owner and an
unsuspecting thief.

20/09/2018 15:50:00 9-1-1

8
After Chris gets a special one-dollar bill for his birthday
and quickly loses it, the dollar gets passed from character
to character throughout Quahog.

20/09/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

4
NCIS strikes a deal with convicted murderer Paul Triff,
giving him a 48-hour furlough at his former residence, now
McGee's home, in exchange for information that can
convict his former cellmate.

20/09/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

15
The CSI team investigate the derailment of a roller coaster
that results in the death of six people and determine if it
was an accident or murder.

20/09/2018 18:10:00 CSI

21
Lisbon and Jane go to Chicago to find Lisbon's younger
brother when they find out that the Feds are looking for
him because he is a potential witness in a murder.

20/09/2018 19:05:00 The Mentalist

7
Jane worries for Lisbon's safety when the team puts itself
in the line of fire to protect the witness in a murder
investigation from a skilled assassin.

20/09/2018 20:00:00 The Mentalist

8
To reunite their family, Reed cuts a deal with the Sentinel
Services as Caitlin and the kids seek help from outside the
compound. Meanwhile, Thunderbird teaches Blink how to
control her powers.

20/09/2018 20:55:00 The Gifted

3

As the mutants plan to take down Sentinel Services,
Eclipse seeks out an old friend to obtain some useful
information. To help the group, Lauren and Andy try to
combine their powers.
20/09/2018 21:50:00 The Gifted

4
The CSI team investigate the derailment of a roller coaster
that results in the death of six people and determine if it
was an accident or murder.

20/09/2018 22:45:00 CSI

21
Jane worries for Lisbon's safety when the team puts itself
in the line of fire to protect the witness in a murder
investigation from a skilled assassin.

20/09/2018 23:35:00 The Mentalist

8
At a moral crossroads, Jace is forced to hand over
something valuable to Dr. Campbell. With the mutants
divided on their next step, Reed and Caitlin take matters
into their own hands.

21/09/2018 00:25:00 The Gifted

21/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

10

13

Beckett and the 12th Precinct look into the murder of an
English as a Second Langue student. But when the
victim’s class won’t talk to the police, Castle goes
undercover as a French Canadian immigrant and learns
that the victim was more than he seemed.
NCIS strikes a deal with convicted murderer Paul Triff,
giving him a 48-hour furlough at his former residence, now
McGee's home, in exchange for information that can
convict his former cellmate.

21/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

15
The CSI team investigate the derailment of a roller coaster
that results in the death of six people and determine if it
was an accident or murder.

21/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

21
The first responders race to help a homeless man crushed
in a garbage truck, a mother and son in a crashed elevator
and extreme hoarders entombed in their house.

21/09/2018 03:35:00 9-1-1

9
The first responders take calls to help an unusual
domestic disturbance, a “death” at a psychic’s and a
horrific motorcycle crash.

21/09/2018 04:20:00 9-1-1

10

After Chris gets a special one-dollar bill for his birthday
and quickly loses it, the dollar gets passed from character
to character throughout Quahog.
21/09/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy

4
A surprise ruling at the Gypsy council upsets Fonso. As
Charlie and Linda scramble to close their long con of
Nadine, Nick gets heartbreaking news about Emma.

21/09/2018 05:30:00 Shut Eye

7
Gibbs and the team work to clear the name of retired
Marine Sergeant John Ross when cyanide is found in one
of the hundreds of care packages he sends to active-duty
Marines.

21/09/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

16
Castle returns to the City of Angels in search of answers
about his missing time. But things take a deadly turn when
he’s recruited by the legendary Greatest Detective Society
to help solve a murder.

21/09/2018 07:10:00 Castle

14
The CSI team investigate the derailment of a roller coaster
that results in the death of six people and determine if it
was an accident or murder.

21/09/2018 08:00:00 CSI

21
As the Assistant State Attorney continues to probe into
Gideon’s ideas for the 13th district, the tech genius is
investigating the case of a man desperate to get justice for
his daughter.

21/09/2018 08:50:00 APB

5
The team develops a risky plan to help mutants in Sentinel
Services’ custody. Reed reveals details about the
Struckers’ family history that could prove to be a gamechanger.

21/09/2018 09:40:00 The Gifted

9
At a moral crossroads, Jace is forced to hand over
something valuable to Dr. Campbell. With the mutants
divided on their next step, Reed and Caitlin take matters
into their own hands.

21/09/2018 10:30:00 The Gifted

10
Gibbs and the team work to clear the name of retired
Marine Sergeant John Ross when cyanide is found in one
of the hundreds of care packages he sends to active-duty
Marines.

21/09/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

16

Castle returns to the City of Angels in search of answers
about his missing time. But things take a deadly turn when
he’s recruited by the legendary Greatest Detective Society
to help solve a murder.
21/09/2018 12:10:00 Castle

14
As the Assistant State Attorney continues to probe into
Gideon’s ideas for the 13th district, the tech genius is
investigating the case of a man desperate to get justice for
his daughter.

21/09/2018 13:05:00 APB

5
The CSI team investigate the derailment of a roller coaster
that results in the death of six people and determine if it
was an accident or murder.

21/09/2018 14:00:00 CSI

21
The first responders race to help a homeless man crushed
in a garbage truck, a mother and son in a crashed elevator
and extreme hoarders entombed in their house.

21/09/2018 14:55:00 9-1-1

9
The first responders take calls to help an unusual
domestic disturbance, a “death” at a psychic’s and a
horrific motorcycle crash.

21/09/2018 15:50:00 9-1-1

10
In a special anthology-style episode, Peter gets fired from
his job at the brewery in the signature styles of three
famous Hollywood film directors.

21/09/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

5
Gibbs and the team work to clear the name of retired
Marine Sergeant John Ross when cyanide is found in one
of the hundreds of care packages he sends to active-duty
Marines.

21/09/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

16
Two bodies are discovered shot execution style, and Sam
becomes the number one murder suspect. Catherine
gives her biological tie to Sam.

21/09/2018 18:10:00 CSI

22
A surprise ruling at the Gypsy council upsets Fonso. As
Charlie and Linda scramble to close their long con of
Nadine, Nick gets heartbreaking news about Emma.

21/09/2018 19:05:00 Shut Eye

7

A bitter betrayal and a vision of Nick in danger force
Charlie and Linda to confront their troubled marriage.
Meanwhile, Fonso makes a move to maintain his power.
21/09/2018 20:00:00 Shut Eye

8
Motivated by a tragedy from his past, Jace throws the
Sentinel Services full force into finding the Mutant
Underground Way Station. Blink’s vivid dreams lead her to
confront Dreamer.

21/09/2018 20:55:00 The Gifted

5
Thunderbird spearheads a mission to get answers from
Sentinel Services. Lauren encounters a new friend with
useful powers, and Blink makes a big decision regarding
her future.

21/09/2018 21:50:00 The Gifted

6
Two bodies are discovered shot execution style, and Sam
becomes the number one murder suspect. Catherine
gives her biological tie to Sam.

21/09/2018 22:45:00 CSI

22
A bitter betrayal and a vision of Nick in danger force
Charlie and Linda to confront their troubled marriage.
Meanwhile, Fonso makes a move to maintain his power.

21/09/2018 23:35:00 Shut Eye

8
As tensions heat up among the team at Mutant HQ, no
one knows who they can trust. Fearing for his family’s
safety, Reed rethinks their future at the compound.

22/09/2018 00:25:00 The Gifted

11
Castle returns to the City of Angels in search of answers
about his missing time. But things take a deadly turn when
he’s recruited by the legendary Greatest Detective Society
to help solve a murder.

22/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

14
Gibbs and the team work to clear the name of retired
Marine Sergeant John Ross when cyanide is found in one
of the hundreds of care packages he sends to active-duty
Marines.

22/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

16
Two bodies are discovered shot execution style, and Sam
becomes the number one murder suspect. Catherine
gives her biological tie to Sam.

22/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

22

A bitter betrayal and a vision of Nick in danger force
Charlie and Linda to confront their troubled marriage.
Meanwhile, Fonso makes a move to maintain his power.
22/09/2018 03:35:00 Shut Eye

8
Eclipse receives a call from his ex-lover, Carmen, and
must revisit his dark past in order to protect the
Underground.

22/09/2018 04:20:00 The Gifted

7
More refugees pour into the Mutant Underground, but one
of them is a spy for Sentinel Services. Reed learns secrets
from his family’s past that could prove useful.

22/09/2018 05:05:00 The Gifted

8
The team develops a risky plan to help mutants in Sentinel
Services’ custody. Reed reveals details about the
Struckers’ family history that could prove to be a gamechanger.

22/09/2018 05:50:00 The Gifted

9
Jane worries for Lisbon's safety when the team puts itself
in the line of fire to protect the witness in a murder
investigation from a skilled assassin.

22/09/2018 06:35:00 The Mentalist

8
Grissom investigates Walter Damian, an evil loner who
dies while in police custody after beating a man to death
with his bare hands.

22/09/2018 07:25:00 CSI

18
Catherine, Warrick and Nick investigate a suburban house
fire that leaves a young girl dead. The CSI team must
determine if the fire was an accident.

22/09/2018 08:10:00 CSI

19
Grissom, Catherine and Nick investigate the death of a
runner. Sara and Warrick investigate the murder-suicide of
couple in a hotel room.

22/09/2018 09:00:00 CSI

20
The CSI team investigate the derailment of a roller coaster
that results in the death of six people and determine if it
was an accident or murder.

22/09/2018 09:50:00 CSI

21

Two bodies are discovered shot execution style, and Sam
becomes the number one murder suspect. Catherine
gives her biological tie to Sam.
22/09/2018 10:40:00 CSI

22
Jane worries for Lisbon's safety when the team puts itself
in the line of fire to protect the witness in a murder
investigation from a skilled assassin.

22/09/2018 11:30:00 The Mentalist

8
A surprise ruling at the Gypsy council upsets Fonso. As
Charlie and Linda scramble to close their long con of
Nadine, Nick gets heartbreaking news about Emma.

22/09/2018 12:20:00 Shut Eye

7
A bitter betrayal and a vision of Nick in danger force
Charlie and Linda to confront their troubled marriage.
Meanwhile, Fonso makes a move to maintain his power.

22/09/2018 13:10:00 Shut Eye

8
Three gunrunners are killed by a new high-tech weapon
called "The Vaporizer."

22/09/2018 14:00:00 CSI Miami

11
While investigating the murder of a young woman, the
CSIs uncover a meth lab in her apartment.

22/09/2018 14:50:00 CSI Miami

12
A billionaire is murdered in his Miami home just before he
can sign an important legal document.

22/09/2018 15:40:00 CSI Miami

13
The CSI investigates the death of a bride which leads
them to a strip club for investigation.

22/09/2018 16:30:00 CSI Miami

14
Jane worries for Lisbon's safety when the team puts itself
in the line of fire to protect the witness in a murder
investigation from a skilled assassin.

22/09/2018 17:20:00 The Mentalist

8

It’s all about high stakes, high class, and high fashion, as
Asia’s fiercest aspiring models strut their way to the top in
the battle to become Asia’s Next Top Model.
Asia's Next Top
22/09/2018 18:10:00 Model

5
A full moon keeps the crew busy with some of the craziest
calls yet, as Athena investigates a potential home invasion
and "faces off" against a rabid criminal.

22/09/2018 19:05:00 9-1-1

7
What goes around comes around for an unremorseful
widower, an arrogant fitness club owner and an
unsuspecting thief.

22/09/2018 20:00:00 9-1-1

8
Eclipse receives a call from his ex-lover, Carmen, and
must revisit his dark past in order to protect the
Underground.

22/09/2018 20:55:00 The Gifted

7
More refugees pour into the Mutant Underground, but one
of them is a spy for Sentinel Services. Reed learns secrets
from his family’s past that could prove useful.

22/09/2018 21:50:00 The Gifted

8
After a seemingly happy and successful Navy Lieutenant
appears to have taken her own life, Gibbs and the team
conduct a thorough investigation, interviewing family and
friends from her past and present.

22/09/2018 22:45:00 NCIS

22/09/2018 23:35:00 NCIS

23/09/2018 00:25:00 NCIS

12

13

14

After McGee and Torres visit the home of a high schooler
who witnessed a hit and run, her parents, Christopher
(Jamie Kaler) and Julie Bell (Gabrielle Carteris), flee with
their daughter, leaving NCIS in the lurch. Also, Vance's
daughter is arrested for shoplifting.
After the body of a missing Navy commander is found,
Vance orders Gibbs and the team to work with former FBI
Agent Tobias 'T.C.' Fornell (Joe Spano), the private
investigator who was hired to locate him. Also, Bishop and
Torres interview convicted investment advisor Albert
Hathaway
(Kevin
Pollak)
when the murderer
victim is linked
to his
NCIS strikes
a deal
with convicted
Paul Triff,
giving him a 48-hour furlough at his former residence, now
McGee's home, in exchange for information that can
convict his former cellmate.

23/09/2018 01:15:00 NCIS

15

Gibbs and the team work to clear the name of retired
Marine Sergeant John Ross when cyanide is found in one
of the hundreds of care packages he sends to active-duty
Marines.
23/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

16
Lisbon and Jane go to Chicago to find Lisbon's younger
brother when they find out that the Feds are looking for
him because he is a potential witness in a murder.

23/09/2018 02:50:00 The Mentalist

7
Jane worries for Lisbon's safety when the team puts itself
in the line of fire to protect the witness in a murder
investigation from a skilled assassin.

23/09/2018 03:35:00 The Mentalist

8
At a moral crossroads, Jace is forced to hand over
something valuable to Dr. Campbell. With the mutants
divided on their next step, Reed and Caitlin take matters
into their own hands.

23/09/2018 04:20:00 The Gifted

10
As tensions heat up among the team at Mutant HQ, no
one knows who they can trust. Fearing for his family’s
safety, Reed rethinks their future at the compound.

23/09/2018 05:05:00 The Gifted

11
As Dr. Campbell attempts to take the Hound program
national, the mutants go on a dangerous mission to stop
his efforts. Meanwhile, Polaris learns more about his past.

23/09/2018 05:50:00 The Gifted

12
The Mutant HQ comes under attack, and, with everything
to lose, relationships are put to the test while alliances shift.

23/09/2018 06:35:00 The Gifted

13
After a seemingly happy and successful Navy Lieutenant
appears to have taken her own life, Gibbs and the team
conduct a thorough investigation, interviewing family and
friends from her past and present.

23/09/2018 07:25:00 NCIS

23/09/2018 08:10:00 NCIS

12

13

After McGee and Torres visit the home of a high schooler
who witnessed a hit and run, her parents, Christopher
(Jamie Kaler) and Julie Bell (Gabrielle Carteris), flee with
their daughter, leaving NCIS in the lurch. Also, Vance's
daughter is arrested for shoplifting.

23/09/2018 09:00:00 NCIS

14

After the body of a missing Navy commander is found,
Vance orders Gibbs and the team to work with former FBI
Agent Tobias 'T.C.' Fornell (Joe Spano), the private
investigator who was hired to locate him. Also, Bishop and
Torres interview convicted investment advisor Albert
Hathaway
(Kevin
Pollak)
when the murderer
victim is linked
to his
NCIS strikes
a deal
with convicted
Paul Triff,
giving him a 48-hour furlough at his former residence, now
McGee's home, in exchange for information that can
convict his former cellmate.

23/09/2018 09:50:00 NCIS

15
Gibbs and the team work to clear the name of retired
Marine Sergeant John Ross when cyanide is found in one
of the hundreds of care packages he sends to active-duty
Marines.

23/09/2018 10:40:00 NCIS

16
It’s all about high stakes, high class, and high fashion, as
Asia’s fiercest aspiring models strut their way to the top in
the battle to become Asia’s Next Top Model.

Asia's Next Top
23/09/2018 11:30:00 Model

5
Lisbon and Jane go to Chicago to find Lisbon's younger
brother when they find out that the Feds are looking for
him because he is a potential witness in a murder.

23/09/2018 12:20:00 The Mentalist

7
Jane worries for Lisbon's safety when the team puts itself
in the line of fire to protect the witness in a murder
investigation from a skilled assassin.

23/09/2018 13:10:00 The Mentalist

8
Jim Street debates whether or not his mother, Karen,
should live with him upon her prison release. Hondo and
the team are assigned to protect a high-profile Russian
journalist from being assassinated.

23/09/2018 14:00:00 S.W.A.T.

19
Hondo's life and career are endangered when his bosses
and his godson's kidnapper, Jae Kim, discover he's been
secretly surveilling Kim with the help of retired DEA agent
Katrina Walsh.

23/09/2018 14:50:00 S.W.A.T.

20
Hondo and Deacon must apply all their S.W.A.T. training
and skills to evade a gang of armed mercenaries hunting
them in the Angeles Mountains following an ambush.

23/09/2018 15:40:00 S.W.A.T.

21

A fake 911 call puts Hondo and the team on the hunt to
stop a terrorist group from executing bombing attacks on
local communities. Street’s relationship with his mother
jeopardizes his career.
23/09/2018 16:30:00 S.W.A.T.

22
A bitter betrayal and a vision of Nick in danger force
Charlie and Linda to confront their troubled marriage.
Meanwhile, Fonso makes a move to maintain his power.

23/09/2018 17:20:00 Shut Eye

8
Jane worries for Lisbon's safety when the team puts itself
in the line of fire to protect the witness in a murder
investigation from a skilled assassin.

23/09/2018 18:10:00 The Mentalist

8
The first responders race to help a homeless man crushed
in a garbage truck, a mother and son in a crashed elevator
and extreme hoarders entombed in their house.

23/09/2018 19:05:00 9-1-1

9
The first responders take calls to help an unusual
domestic disturbance, a “death” at a psychic’s and a
horrific motorcycle crash.

23/09/2018 20:00:00 9-1-1

10
The team develops a risky plan to help mutants in Sentinel
Services’ custody. Reed reveals details about the
Struckers’ family history that could prove to be a gamechanger.

23/09/2018 20:55:00 The Gifted

9
At a moral crossroads, Jace is forced to hand over
something valuable to Dr. Campbell. With the mutants
divided on their next step, Reed and Caitlin take matters
into their own hands.

23/09/2018 21:50:00 The Gifted

23/09/2018 22:45:00 Castle

23/09/2018 23:35:00 Castle

10

10

Castle finally gets his day in court when he takes the stand
as the key witness to a murder from five months ago. But
when new information suddenly arises, he and Beckett
must race against the clock to prevent a miscarriage of
justice.

11

When the son of a Russian diplomat turns up murdered,
Beckett and Castle find themselves in a dangerous game
of international crime and punishment, with Castle having
to entertain a jovial Russian security officer who winds up
more involved than anyone planned.

Castle is captured and forced to work with strangers to
solve deranged puzzles and mind games, while Beckett
and the 12th Precinct must race against time to rescue
Castle and catch a killer.
24/09/2018 00:25:00 Castle

24/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

12

13

Beckett and the 12th Precinct look into the murder of an
English as a Second Langue student. But when the
victim’s class won’t talk to the police, Castle goes
undercover as a French Canadian immigrant and learns
that the victim was more than he seemed.
Castle returns to the City of Angels in search of answers
about his missing time. But things take a deadly turn when
he’s recruited by the legendary Greatest Detective Society
to help solve a murder.

24/09/2018 02:05:00 Castle

14
Jane worries for Lisbon's safety when the team puts itself
in the line of fire to protect the witness in a murder
investigation from a skilled assassin.

24/09/2018 02:50:00 The Mentalist

8
A surprise ruling at the Gypsy council upsets Fonso. As
Charlie and Linda scramble to close their long con of
Nadine, Nick gets heartbreaking news about Emma.

24/09/2018 03:35:00 Shut Eye

7
A bitter betrayal and a vision of Nick in danger force
Charlie and Linda to confront their troubled marriage.
Meanwhile, Fonso makes a move to maintain his power.

24/09/2018 04:20:00 Shut Eye

8
In a special anthology-style episode, Peter gets fired from
his job at the brewery in the signature styles of three
famous Hollywood film directors.

24/09/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy

5
The first responders take calls to help an unusual
domestic disturbance, a “death” at a psychic’s and a
horrific motorcycle crash.

24/09/2018 05:30:00 9-1-1

10
Gibbs and Ducky see an antique war stick on television
that could be the missing murder weapon to a 16-year-old
cold case.

24/09/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

17

When a recruit officer at the NYPD Academy is killed,
Beckett and the team go back to their old training ground
to investigate. Meanwhile, Castle must reckon with a
decision with profound consequences for him and Beckett.
24/09/2018 07:10:00 Castle

15
Two bodies are discovered shot execution style, and Sam
becomes the number one murder suspect. Catherine
gives her biological tie to Sam.

24/09/2018 08:00:00 CSI

22
Gideon’s father comes for help after he finds himself in
trouble. Meanwhile, Brandt and Goss work to track down
the mastermind behind a huge grand theft auto case.

24/09/2018 08:50:00 APB

6
At a moral crossroads, Jace is forced to hand over
something valuable to Dr. Campbell. With the mutants
divided on their next step, Reed and Caitlin take matters
into their own hands.

24/09/2018 09:40:00 The Gifted

10
As tensions heat up among the team at Mutant HQ, no
one knows who they can trust. Fearing for his family’s
safety, Reed rethinks their future at the compound.

24/09/2018 10:30:00 The Gifted

11
Gibbs and Ducky see an antique war stick on television
that could be the missing murder weapon to a 16-year-old
cold case.

24/09/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

17
When a recruit officer at the NYPD Academy is killed,
Beckett and the team go back to their old training ground
to investigate. Meanwhile, Castle must reckon with a
decision with profound consequences for him and Beckett.

24/09/2018 12:10:00 Castle

15
Gideon’s father comes for help after he finds himself in
trouble. Meanwhile, Brandt and Goss work to track down
the mastermind behind a huge grand theft auto case.

24/09/2018 13:05:00 APB

6
Two bodies are discovered shot execution style, and Sam
becomes the number one murder suspect. Catherine
gives her biological tie to Sam.

24/09/2018 14:00:00 CSI

22

A surprise ruling at the Gypsy council upsets Fonso. As
Charlie and Linda scramble to close their long con of
Nadine, Nick gets heartbreaking news about Emma.
24/09/2018 14:55:00 Shut Eye

7
A bitter betrayal and a vision of Nick in danger force
Charlie and Linda to confront their troubled marriage.
Meanwhile, Fonso makes a move to maintain his power.

24/09/2018 15:50:00 Shut Eye

8
When Brian posts an offensive tweet that goes viral and
the rest of the Griffins are also treated as outcasts, he’s
forced to move out of the Griffin house.

24/09/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

6
Gibbs and Ducky see an antique war stick on television
that could be the missing murder weapon to a 16-year-old
cold case.

24/09/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

17
The female victim, who barely escapes death, identifies
her rapist but the DNA evidence suggests that he is not
the person responsible.

24/09/2018 18:10:00 CSI

23
The first responders take calls to help an unusual
domestic disturbance, a “death” at a psychic’s and a
horrific motorcycle crash.

24/09/2018 19:05:00 9-1-1

10
9-1-1 explores the high-pressure experiences of police
officers, paramedics, and firefighters who are thrust into
the most frightening, shocking, and heart-stopping
situations.

24/09/2018 20:00:00 9-1-1

1
As tensions heat up among the team at Mutant HQ, no
one knows who they can trust. Fearing for his family’s
safety, Reed rethinks their future at the compound.

24/09/2018 20:55:00 The Gifted

11
As Dr. Campbell attempts to take the Hound program
national, the mutants go on a dangerous mission to stop
his efforts. Meanwhile, Polaris learns more about his past.

24/09/2018 21:50:00 The Gifted

12

The female victim, who barely escapes death, identifies
her rapist but the DNA evidence suggests that he is not
the person responsible.
24/09/2018 22:45:00 CSI

23
9-1-1 explores the high-pressure experiences of police
officers, paramedics, and firefighters who are thrust into
the most frightening, shocking, and heart-stopping
situations.

24/09/2018 23:35:00 9-1-1

1
As Dr. Campbell attempts to take the Hound program
national, the mutants go on a dangerous mission to stop
his efforts. Meanwhile, Polaris learns more about his past.

25/09/2018 00:25:00 The Gifted

12
When a recruit officer at the NYPD Academy is killed,
Beckett and the team go back to their old training ground
to investigate. Meanwhile, Castle must reckon with a
decision with profound consequences for him and Beckett.

25/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

15
Gibbs and Ducky see an antique war stick on television
that could be the missing murder weapon to a 16-year-old
cold case.

25/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

17
The female victim, who barely escapes death, identifies
her rapist but the DNA evidence suggests that he is not
the person responsible.

25/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

23
Lisbon and Jane go to Chicago to find Lisbon's younger
brother when they find out that the Feds are looking for
him because he is a potential witness in a murder.

25/09/2018 03:35:00 The Mentalist

7
Jane worries for Lisbon's safety when the team puts itself
in the line of fire to protect the witness in a murder
investigation from a skilled assassin.

25/09/2018 04:20:00 The Mentalist

8
When Brian posts an offensive tweet that goes viral and
the rest of the Griffins are also treated as outcasts, he’s
forced to move out of the Griffin house.

25/09/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy

6

9-1-1 explores the high-pressure experiences of police
officers, paramedics, and firefighters who are thrust into
the most frightening, shocking, and heart-stopping
situations.
25/09/2018 05:30:00 9-1-1

1
The NCIS headquarters are evacuated after the team
discovers a body as well as bomb materials on the roof of
the squad room.

25/09/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

25/09/2018 07:10:00 Castle

18

16

A clue at the scene of the death of an armored-car driver
leads Beckett and Castle back to an old case solved by
Esposito. But complications arise when they learn that
Esposito might not have been telling them everything
about his past with the culprit.
The female victim, who barely escapes death, identifies
her rapist but the DNA evidence suggests that he is not
the person responsible.

25/09/2018 08:00:00 CSI

23
Murphy and Ada team up to solve a murder – and discover
the killer’s next target is Gideon. To track down the killer,
the team utilizes a new high tech scanning system.

25/09/2018 08:50:00 APB

7
As tensions heat up among the team at Mutant HQ, no
one knows who they can trust. Fearing for his family’s
safety, Reed rethinks their future at the compound.

25/09/2018 09:40:00 The Gifted

11
As Dr. Campbell attempts to take the Hound program
national, the mutants go on a dangerous mission to stop
his efforts. Meanwhile, Polaris learns more about his past.

25/09/2018 10:30:00 The Gifted

12
The NCIS headquarters are evacuated after the team
discovers a body as well as bomb materials on the roof of
the squad room.

25/09/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

25/09/2018 12:10:00 Castle

18

16

A clue at the scene of the death of an armored-car driver
leads Beckett and Castle back to an old case solved by
Esposito. But complications arise when they learn that
Esposito might not have been telling them everything
about his past with the culprit.

25/09/2018 13:00:00 The Voice

1
Lisbon and Jane go to Chicago to find Lisbon's younger
brother when they find out that the Feds are looking for
him because he is a potential witness in a murder.

25/09/2018 14:55:00 The Mentalist

7
Jane worries for Lisbon's safety when the team puts itself
in the line of fire to protect the witness in a murder
investigation from a skilled assassin.

25/09/2018 15:50:00 The Mentalist

8
On Thanksgiving weekend Peter discovers an alternate
ending in the Russian version of one of his favourite films
then writes to Vladmir Putin – who comes to Quahog.

25/09/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

7
The NCIS headquarters are evacuated after the team
discovers a body as well as bomb materials on the roof of
the squad room.

25/09/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

18
Grissom works a nightclub shooting with Greg Sanders,
and Catherine investigates a stripper found dead in a hotel
room.

25/09/2018 18:10:00 CSI

1
9-1-1 explores the high-pressure experiences of police
officers, paramedics, and firefighters who are thrust into
the most frightening, shocking, and heart-stopping
situations.

25/09/2018 19:05:00 9-1-1

1
9-1-1 explores the high-pressure experiences of police
officers, paramedics, and firefighters who are thrust into
the most frightening, shocking, and heart-stopping
situations.

25/09/2018 20:00:00 9-1-1

25/09/2018 20:55:00 Magnum P.I.

2

1

Magnum P.I. is a modern take on the classic series
centering on Thomas Magnum, a decorated former Navy
SEAL who, upon returning home from Afghanistan,
repurposes his military skills to become a private
investigator.

The Mutant HQ comes under attack, and, with everything
to lose, relationships are put to the test while alliances shift.

25/09/2018 21:50:00 The Gifted

13
Grissom works a nightclub shooting with Greg Sanders,
and Catherine investigates a stripper found dead in a hotel
room.

25/09/2018 22:45:00 CSI

1
9-1-1 explores the high-pressure experiences of police
officers, paramedics, and firefighters who are thrust into
the most frightening, shocking, and heart-stopping
situations.

25/09/2018 23:35:00 9-1-1

2
The Mutant HQ comes under attack, and, with everything
to lose, relationships are put to the test while alliances shift.

26/09/2018 00:25:00 The Gifted

26/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

13

16

A clue at the scene of the death of an armored-car driver
leads Beckett and Castle back to an old case solved by
Esposito. But complications arise when they learn that
Esposito might not have been telling them everything
about his past with the culprit.
The NCIS headquarters are evacuated after the team
discovers a body as well as bomb materials on the roof of
the squad room.

26/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

18
Grissom works a nightclub shooting with Greg Sanders,
and Catherine investigates a stripper found dead in a hotel
room.

26/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

1
The first responders take calls to help an unusual
domestic disturbance, a “death” at a psychic’s and a
horrific motorcycle crash.

26/09/2018 03:35:00 9-1-1

10
9-1-1 explores the high-pressure experiences of police
officers, paramedics, and firefighters who are thrust into
the most frightening, shocking, and heart-stopping
situations.

26/09/2018 04:20:00 9-1-1

1

On Thanksgiving weekend Peter discovers an alternate
ending in the Russian version of one of his favourite films
then writes to Vladmir Putin – who comes to Quahog.
26/09/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy

7
The Mutant HQ comes under attack, and, with everything
to lose, relationships are put to the test while alliances shift.

26/09/2018 05:30:00 The Gifted

13
Gibbs is granted protective custody of a 10-year-old
orphaned refugee, Elena, when an NCIS case reveals she
is the target of a violent gang.

26/09/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

19
The murder of a man connected to smuggling Turkish
relics sends Castle, Beckett and the 12th Precinct on a
search for a stolen antique believed to be Aladdin’s lamp,
in hopes that it can lead them to the killer.

26/09/2018 07:10:00 Castle

17
Grissom works a nightclub shooting with Greg Sanders,
and Catherine investigates a stripper found dead in a hotel
room.

26/09/2018 08:00:00 CSI

1
After another fire hits one of the gang-run buildings,
Murphy and Gideon find out that the cause is much worse
than an act of gang retaliation.

26/09/2018 08:50:00 APB

8
As Dr. Campbell attempts to take the Hound program
national, the mutants go on a dangerous mission to stop
his efforts. Meanwhile, Polaris learns more about his past.

26/09/2018 09:40:00 The Gifted

12
The Mutant HQ comes under attack, and, with everything
to lose, relationships are put to the test while alliances shift.

26/09/2018 10:30:00 The Gifted

13
Gibbs is granted protective custody of a 10-year-old
orphaned refugee, Elena, when an NCIS case reveals she
is the target of a violent gang.

26/09/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

19

The murder of a man connected to smuggling Turkish
relics sends Castle, Beckett and the 12th Precinct on a
search for a stolen antique believed to be Aladdin’s lamp,
in hopes that it can lead them to the killer.
26/09/2018 12:10:00 Castle

17

26/09/2018 13:00:00 The Voice

2
Grissom works a nightclub shooting with Greg Sanders,
and Catherine investigates a stripper found dead in a hotel
room.

26/09/2018 14:00:00 CSI

1
The first responders take calls to help an unusual
domestic disturbance, a “death” at a psychic’s and a
horrific motorcycle crash.

26/09/2018 14:55:00 9-1-1

10
9-1-1 explores the high-pressure experiences of police
officers, paramedics, and firefighters who are thrust into
the most frightening, shocking, and heart-stopping
situations.

26/09/2018 15:50:00 9-1-1

1
Peter encourages Meg to attend a high school party,
where she takes up drinking. Meanwhile, Brian begins
spying on his neighbours and suspects Principal Shepherd
of crime.

26/09/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

8
Gibbs is granted protective custody of a 10-year-old
orphaned refugee, Elena, when an NCIS case reveals she
is the target of a violent gang.

26/09/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

19
A thunderstorm washes up a body in the city storm drains.
Murder is soon ruled out, but the team makes another
disturbing discovery...

26/09/2018 18:10:00 CSI

26/09/2018 19:05:00 Magnum P.I.

2

1

Magnum P.I. is a modern take on the classic series
centering on Thomas Magnum, a decorated former Navy
SEAL who, upon returning home from Afghanistan,
repurposes his military skills to become a private
investigator.

It’s all about high stakes, high class, and high fashion, as
Asia’s fiercest aspiring models strut their way to the top in
the battle to become Asia’s Next Top Model.
Asia's Next Top
26/09/2018 20:00:00 Model

6
Set in the X-Men universe, a suburban couple’s ordinary
lives are rocked by the discovery that their teenage
children possess mutant powers.

26/09/2018 20:55:00 The Gifted

1
Gibbs is granted protective custody of a 10-year-old
orphaned refugee, Elena, when an NCIS case reveals she
is the target of a violent gang.

26/09/2018 21:50:00 NCIS

19
A thunderstorm washes up a body in the city storm drains.
Murder is soon ruled out, but the team makes another
disturbing discovery...

26/09/2018 22:45:00 CSI

2
Set in the X-Men universe, a suburban couple’s ordinary
lives are rocked by the discovery that their teenage
children possess mutant powers.

26/09/2018 23:35:00 The Gifted

1
After another fire hits one of the gang-run buildings,
Murphy and Gideon find out that the cause is much worse
than an act of gang retaliation.

27/09/2018 00:25:00 APB

8
The murder of a man connected to smuggling Turkish
relics sends Castle, Beckett and the 12th Precinct on a
search for a stolen antique believed to be Aladdin’s lamp,
in hopes that it can lead them to the killer.

27/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

17
Gibbs is granted protective custody of a 10-year-old
orphaned refugee, Elena, when an NCIS case reveals she
is the target of a violent gang.

27/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

19
A thunderstorm washes up a body in the city storm drains.
Murder is soon ruled out, but the team makes another
disturbing discovery...

27/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

2

9-1-1 explores the high-pressure experiences of police
officers, paramedics, and firefighters who are thrust into
the most frightening, shocking, and heart-stopping
situations.
27/09/2018 03:35:00 9-1-1

1
9-1-1 explores the high-pressure experiences of police
officers, paramedics, and firefighters who are thrust into
the most frightening, shocking, and heart-stopping
situations.

27/09/2018 04:20:00 9-1-1

2
Peter encourages Meg to attend a high school party,
where she takes up drinking. Meanwhile, Brian begins
spying on his neighbours and suspects Principal Shepherd
of crime.

27/09/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy

8
Jane worries for Lisbon's safety when the team puts itself
in the line of fire to protect the witness in a murder
investigation from a skilled assassin.

27/09/2018 05:30:00 The Mentalist

27/09/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

8

20

NCIS searches for a petty officer suspected of assault who
escapes when the sheriff transporting him crashes into a
lake. Also, Torres works closely with Annie Barth (Marilee
Talkington), a key blind witness who heard vital evidence
needed to solve the case.
After Hayley does a favor for an old friend, she finds
herself implicated in a killing and cyber-terror attack. Now,
Beckett and Castle must rush to solve the case and clear
Hayley’s name.

27/09/2018 07:10:00 Castle

18
A thunderstorm washes up a body in the city storm drains.
Murder is soon ruled out, but the team makes another
disturbing discovery...

27/09/2018 08:00:00 CSI

2
An FBI agent seeks Murphy’s help when he learns his
informant’s life may be in danger. Gideon not only assists
Murphy with the investigation, but makes a decision that
could make or break his company.

27/09/2018 08:50:00 APB

27/09/2018 09:40:00 Magnum P.I.

9

1

Magnum P.I. is a modern take on the classic series
centering on Thomas Magnum, a decorated former Navy
SEAL who, upon returning home from Afghanistan,
repurposes his military skills to become a private
investigator.

Set in the X-Men universe, a suburban couple’s ordinary
lives are rocked by the discovery that their teenage
children possess mutant powers.
27/09/2018 10:30:00 The Gifted

27/09/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

1

20

NCIS searches for a petty officer suspected of assault who
escapes when the sheriff transporting him crashes into a
lake. Also, Torres works closely with Annie Barth (Marilee
Talkington), a key blind witness who heard vital evidence
needed to solve the case.
After Hayley does a favor for an old friend, she finds
herself implicated in a killing and cyber-terror attack. Now,
Beckett and Castle must rush to solve the case and clear
Hayley’s name.

27/09/2018 12:10:00 Castle

18
An FBI agent seeks Murphy’s help when he learns his
informant’s life may be in danger. Gideon not only assists
Murphy with the investigation, but makes a decision that
could make or break his company.

27/09/2018 13:05:00 APB

9
A thunderstorm washes up a body in the city storm drains.
Murder is soon ruled out, but the team makes another
disturbing discovery...

27/09/2018 14:00:00 CSI

2
9-1-1 explores the high-pressure experiences of police
officers, paramedics, and firefighters who are thrust into
the most frightening, shocking, and heart-stopping
situations.

27/09/2018 14:55:00 9-1-1

1
9-1-1 explores the high-pressure experiences of police
officers, paramedics, and firefighters who are thrust into
the most frightening, shocking, and heart-stopping
situations.

27/09/2018 15:50:00 9-1-1

2
Peter is visited by the ghosts of Christmas past, present
and future, who take him on a journey around Quahog.

27/09/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

27/09/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

9

20

NCIS searches for a petty officer suspected of assault who
escapes when the sheriff transporting him crashes into a
lake. Also, Torres works closely with Annie Barth (Marilee
Talkington), a key blind witness who heard vital evidence
needed to solve the case.

The CSIs investigate the kidnapping of a 13-year old girl at
the parking lot of a convenience store, which turns into a
very disturbing murder.
27/09/2018 18:10:00 CSI

3
Jane worries for Lisbon's safety when the team puts itself
in the line of fire to protect the witness in a murder
investigation from a skilled assassin.

27/09/2018 19:05:00 The Mentalist

8
Agent Peterson plans to use the information he has
against Abbott to block his wife's nomination, so Patrick
and the rest of the unit launches a plan to save him.

27/09/2018 20:00:00 The Mentalist

9
9-1-1 explores the high-pressure experiences of police
officers, paramedics, and firefighters who are thrust into
the most frightening, shocking, and heart-stopping
situations.

27/09/2018 20:55:00 9-1-1

1
9-1-1 explores the high-pressure experiences of police
officers, paramedics, and firefighters who are thrust into
the most frightening, shocking, and heart-stopping
situations.

27/09/2018 21:50:00 9-1-1

2
The CSIs investigate the kidnapping of a 13-year old girl at
the parking lot of a convenience store, which turns into a
very disturbing murder.

27/09/2018 22:45:00 CSI

3
Agent Peterson plans to use the information he has
against Abbott to block his wife's nomination, so Patrick
and the rest of the unit launches a plan to save him.

27/09/2018 23:35:00 The Mentalist

9
An FBI agent seeks Murphy’s help when he learns his
informant’s life may be in danger. Gideon not only assists
Murphy with the investigation, but makes a decision that
could make or break his company.

28/09/2018 00:25:00 APB

9
After Hayley does a favor for an old friend, she finds
herself implicated in a killing and cyber-terror attack. Now,
Beckett and Castle must rush to solve the case and clear
Hayley’s name.

28/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

18

28/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

20

NCIS searches for a petty officer suspected of assault who
escapes when the sheriff transporting him crashes into a
lake. Also, Torres works closely with Annie Barth (Marilee
Talkington), a key blind witness who heard vital evidence
needed to solve the case.
The CSIs investigate the kidnapping of a 13-year old girl at
the parking lot of a convenience store, which turns into a
very disturbing murder.

28/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

3
The Mutant HQ comes under attack, and, with everything
to lose, relationships are put to the test while alliances shift.

28/09/2018 03:35:00 The Gifted

13
Set in the X-Men universe, a suburban couple’s ordinary
lives are rocked by the discovery that their teenage
children possess mutant powers.

28/09/2018 04:20:00 The Gifted

1
Peter is visited by the ghosts of Christmas past, present
and future, who take him on a journey around Quahog.

28/09/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy

9
A bitter betrayal and a vision of Nick in danger force
Charlie and Linda to confront their troubled marriage.
Meanwhile, Fonso makes a move to maintain his power.

28/09/2018 05:30:00 Shut Eye

28/09/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

8

21

Sara Carter (Skye P. Marshall) begs Gibbs to investigate
her mother's murder as she believes the local authorities
convicted the wrong man. Also, Abby is awarded a dinner
reservation for two to a brand-new five-star restaurant in
an igloo and has to decide which coworker deserves to go
with
her.
When
a mild mannered safety inspector for the city (guest
star Jonathan Silverman) miraculously survives a
poisoning, it might be luck; but when he survives another,
it’s a mystery Castle and Beckett will have to solve.

28/09/2018 07:10:00 Castle

19
The CSIs investigate the kidnapping of a 13-year old girl at
the parking lot of a convenience store, which turns into a
very disturbing murder.

28/09/2018 08:00:00 CSI

3

When a serial rapist is on the loose, Captain Conrad
orders Gideon and Murphy to find the perpetrator before
there are any more victims.
28/09/2018 08:50:00 APB

10
Jane worries for Lisbon's safety when the team puts itself
in the line of fire to protect the witness in a murder
investigation from a skilled assassin.

28/09/2018 09:40:00 The Mentalist

8
Agent Peterson plans to use the information he has
against Abbott to block his wife's nomination, so Patrick
and the rest of the unit launches a plan to save him.

28/09/2018 10:30:00 The Mentalist

28/09/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

9

21

Sara Carter (Skye P. Marshall) begs Gibbs to investigate
her mother's murder as she believes the local authorities
convicted the wrong man. Also, Abby is awarded a dinner
reservation for two to a brand-new five-star restaurant in
an igloo and has to decide which coworker deserves to go
with
her.
When
a mild mannered safety inspector for the city (guest
star Jonathan Silverman) miraculously survives a
poisoning, it might be luck; but when he survives another,
it’s a mystery Castle and Beckett will have to solve.

28/09/2018 12:10:00 Castle

19
When a serial rapist is on the loose, Captain Conrad
orders Gideon and Murphy to find the perpetrator before
there are any more victims.

28/09/2018 13:05:00 APB

10
The CSIs investigate the kidnapping of a 13-year old girl at
the parking lot of a convenience store, which turns into a
very disturbing murder.

28/09/2018 14:00:00 CSI

28/09/2018 14:55:00 Magnum P.I.

3

1

Magnum P.I. is a modern take on the classic series
centering on Thomas Magnum, a decorated former Navy
SEAL who, upon returning home from Afghanistan,
repurposes his military skills to become a private
investigator.
Set in the X-Men universe, a suburban couple’s ordinary
lives are rocked by the discovery that their teenage
children possess mutant powers.

28/09/2018 15:50:00 The Gifted

1

Brian enters a dog show to breed with a female dog, while
Peter and Lois try to convince Chris that "Arthur Valentine"
doesn't exist.
28/09/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

28/09/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

10

21

Sara Carter (Skye P. Marshall) begs Gibbs to investigate
her mother's murder as she believes the local authorities
convicted the wrong man. Also, Abby is awarded a dinner
reservation for two to a brand-new five-star restaurant in
an igloo and has to decide which coworker deserves to go
with
her. Sara and Greg investigate when a man is found
Grissom,
dead in a house fumed for termites. Meanwhile, other
deaths are seemingly linked to...a Spa?

28/09/2018 18:10:00 CSI

4
A fake 911 call puts Hondo and the team on the hunt to
stop a terrorist group from executing bombing attacks on
local communities. Street’s relationship with his mother
jeopardizes his career.

28/09/2018 19:05:00 S.W.A.T.

22
Torn between loyalty to where he was raised and
allegiance to his brothers in blue, newly appointed
S.W.A.T. sergeant Daniel Harrelson has everything it
takes to bridge the divide between his two worlds.

28/09/2018 20:00:00 S.W.A.T.

1
As Fonso fights to save his daughter from an arranged
marriage, Charlie and Linda arrive at a crossroads after
coming across a corpse, receiving a shocking confession,
and noticing Eduardo’s sudden turn.

28/09/2018 20:55:00 Shut Eye

9
Agent Peterson plans to use the information he has
against Abbott to block his wife's nomination, so Patrick
and the rest of the unit launches a plan to save him.

28/09/2018 21:50:00 The Mentalist

9
Grissom, Sara and Greg investigate when a man is found
dead in a house fumed for termites. Meanwhile, other
deaths are seemingly linked to...a Spa?

28/09/2018 22:45:00 CSI

4
Torn between loyalty to where he was raised and
allegiance to his brothers in blue, newly appointed
S.W.A.T. sergeant Daniel Harrelson has everything it
takes to bridge the divide between his two worlds.

28/09/2018 23:35:00 S.W.A.T.

1

When a serial rapist is on the loose, Captain Conrad
orders Gideon and Murphy to find the perpetrator before
there are any more victims.
29/09/2018 00:25:00 APB

10
When a mild mannered safety inspector for the city (guest
star Jonathan Silverman) miraculously survives a
poisoning, it might be luck; but when he survives another,
it’s a mystery Castle and Beckett will have to solve.

29/09/2018 01:15:00 Castle

29/09/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

19

21

Sara Carter (Skye P. Marshall) begs Gibbs to investigate
her mother's murder as she believes the local authorities
convicted the wrong man. Also, Abby is awarded a dinner
reservation for two to a brand-new five-star restaurant in
an igloo and has to decide which coworker deserves to go
with
her. Sara and Greg investigate when a man is found
Grissom,
dead in a house fumed for termites. Meanwhile, other
deaths are seemingly linked to...a Spa?

29/09/2018 02:50:00 CSI

4
As Fonso fights to save his daughter from an arranged
marriage, Charlie and Linda arrive at a crossroads after
coming across a corpse, receiving a shocking confession,
and noticing Eduardo’s sudden turn.

29/09/2018 03:35:00 Shut Eye

9
9-1-1 explores the high-pressure experiences of police
officers, paramedics, and firefighters who are thrust into
the most frightening, shocking, and heart-stopping
situations.

29/09/2018 04:20:00 9-1-1

1
9-1-1 explores the high-pressure experiences of police
officers, paramedics, and firefighters who are thrust into
the most frightening, shocking, and heart-stopping
situations.

29/09/2018 05:05:00 9-1-1

29/09/2018 05:50:00 Magnum P.I.

2

1

Magnum P.I. is a modern take on the classic series
centering on Thomas Magnum, a decorated former Navy
SEAL who, upon returning home from Afghanistan,
repurposes his military skills to become a private
investigator.
Agent Peterson plans to use the information he has
against Abbott to block his wife's nomination, so Patrick
and the rest of the unit launches a plan to save him.

29/09/2018 06:35:00 The Mentalist

9

The female victim, who barely escapes death, identifies
her rapist but the DNA evidence suggests that he is not
the person responsible.
29/09/2018 07:25:00 CSI

23
Grissom works a nightclub shooting with Greg Sanders,
and Catherine investigates a stripper found dead in a hotel
room.

29/09/2018 08:10:00 CSI

1
A thunderstorm washes up a body in the city storm drains.
Murder is soon ruled out, but the team makes another
disturbing discovery...

29/09/2018 09:00:00 CSI

2
The CSIs investigate the kidnapping of a 13-year old girl at
the parking lot of a convenience store, which turns into a
very disturbing murder.

29/09/2018 09:50:00 CSI

3
Grissom, Sara and Greg investigate when a man is found
dead in a house fumed for termites. Meanwhile, other
deaths are seemingly linked to...a Spa?

29/09/2018 10:40:00 CSI

4
Agent Peterson plans to use the information he has
against Abbott to block his wife's nomination, so Patrick
and the rest of the unit launches a plan to save him.

29/09/2018 11:30:00 The Mentalist

9
Torn between loyalty to where he was raised and
allegiance to his brothers in blue, newly appointed
S.W.A.T. sergeant Daniel Harrelson has everything it
takes to bridge the divide between his two worlds.

29/09/2018 12:20:00 S.W.A.T.

1
As Fonso fights to save his daughter from an arranged
marriage, Charlie and Linda arrive at a crossroads after
coming across a corpse, receiving a shocking confession,
and noticing Eduardo’s sudden turn.

29/09/2018 13:10:00 Shut Eye

9
The CSIs find the body of Kathleen Newberry, but the
money she got is missing.

29/09/2018 14:00:00 CSI Miami

15

Calleigh's kidnappers want her to cover up a murder.

29/09/2018 14:50:00 CSI Miami

16
The team springs into action to stop a vigilante who is
hunting down and killing Internet predators.

29/09/2018 15:40:00 CSI Miami

17
After a body is found in a sinkhole, the team's investigation
into the victim's death leads them to a robbery where the
target is keeping a shocking secret.

29/09/2018 16:30:00 CSI Miami

18
Agent Peterson plans to use the information he has
against Abbott to block his wife's nomination, so Patrick
and the rest of the unit launches a plan to save him.

29/09/2018 17:20:00 The Mentalist

9
It’s all about high stakes, high class, and high fashion, as
Asia’s fiercest aspiring models strut their way to the top in
the battle to become Asia’s Next Top Model.

Asia's Next Top
29/09/2018 18:10:00 Model

6

29/09/2018 19:05:00 The Voice

1

29/09/2018 20:55:00 The Voice

2
Gibbs and Ducky see an antique war stick on television
that could be the missing murder weapon to a 16-year-old
cold case.

29/09/2018 21:50:00 NCIS

17
The NCIS headquarters are evacuated after the team
discovers a body as well as bomb materials on the roof of
the squad room.

29/09/2018 22:45:00 NCIS

18

Gibbs is granted protective custody of a 10-year-old
orphaned refugee, Elena, when an NCIS case reveals she
is the target of a violent gang.
29/09/2018 23:35:00 NCIS

30/09/2018 00:25:00 NCIS

30/09/2018 01:15:00 NCIS

19

20

21

NCIS searches for a petty officer suspected of assault who
escapes when the sheriff transporting him crashes into a
lake. Also, Torres works closely with Annie Barth (Marilee
Talkington), a key blind witness who heard vital evidence
needed to solve the case.
Sara Carter (Skye P. Marshall) begs Gibbs to investigate
her mother's murder as she believes the local authorities
convicted the wrong man. Also, Abby is awarded a dinner
reservation for two to a brand-new five-star restaurant in
an igloo and has to decide which coworker deserves to go
with
her. fights to save his daughter from an arranged
As Fonso
marriage, Charlie and Linda arrive at a crossroads after
coming across a corpse, receiving a shocking confession,
and noticing Eduardo’s sudden turn.

30/09/2018 02:05:00 Shut Eye

9
Jane worries for Lisbon's safety when the team puts itself
in the line of fire to protect the witness in a murder
investigation from a skilled assassin.

30/09/2018 02:50:00 The Mentalist

8
Agent Peterson plans to use the information he has
against Abbott to block his wife's nomination, so Patrick
and the rest of the unit launches a plan to save him.

30/09/2018 03:35:00 The Mentalist

9
The Mutant HQ comes under attack, and, with everything
to lose, relationships are put to the test while alliances shift.

30/09/2018 04:20:00 The Gifted

13
Set in the X-Men universe, a suburban couple’s ordinary
lives are rocked by the discovery that their teenage
children possess mutant powers.

30/09/2018 05:05:00 The Gifted

1
9-1-1 explores the high-pressure experiences of police
officers, paramedics, and firefighters who are thrust into
the most frightening, shocking, and heart-stopping
situations.

30/09/2018 05:50:00 9-1-1

1

9-1-1 explores the high-pressure experiences of police
officers, paramedics, and firefighters who are thrust into
the most frightening, shocking, and heart-stopping
situations.
30/09/2018 06:35:00 9-1-1

2
Torn between loyalty to where he was raised and
allegiance to his brothers in blue, newly appointed
S.W.A.T. sergeant Daniel Harrelson has everything it
takes to bridge the divide between his two worlds.

30/09/2018 07:25:00 S.W.A.T.

1
Agent Peterson plans to use the information he has
against Abbott to block his wife's nomination, so Patrick
and the rest of the unit launches a plan to save him.

30/09/2018 08:10:00 The Mentalist

9

30/09/2018 09:00:00 The Voice

1

30/09/2018 10:40:00 The Voice

2
It’s all about high stakes, high class, and high fashion, as
Asia’s fiercest aspiring models strut their way to the top in
the battle to become Asia’s Next Top Model.

Asia's Next Top
30/09/2018 11:30:00 Model

30/09/2018 12:20:00 Magnum P.I.

6

1

Magnum P.I. is a modern take on the classic series
centering on Thomas Magnum, a decorated former Navy
SEAL who, upon returning home from Afghanistan,
repurposes his military skills to become a private
investigator.
Agent Peterson plans to use the information he has
against Abbott to block his wife's nomination, so Patrick
and the rest of the unit launches a plan to save him.

30/09/2018 13:10:00 The Mentalist

9
Coulson and the team find themselves stranded on a
mysterious ship in outer space, and that’s just the
beginning of the nightmare to come.

Marvel's Agents of
30/09/2018 14:00:00 S.H.I.E.L.D.

1

Coulson and the team find themselves stranded on a
mysterious ship in outer space, and that’s just the
beginning of the nightmare to come.
Marvel's Agents of
30/09/2018 14:50:00 S.H.I.E.L.D.

2
Daisy decides she will rescue Simmons – even if it means
risking everything to do it.

Marvel's Agents of
30/09/2018 15:40:00 S.H.I.E.L.D.

3
Coulson and the team discover what their captors' true
intentions are, and in space, escape is not an option.

Marvel's Agents of
30/09/2018 16:30:00 S.H.I.E.L.D.

4
As Fonso fights to save his daughter from an arranged
marriage, Charlie and Linda arrive at a crossroads after
coming across a corpse, receiving a shocking confession,
and noticing Eduardo’s sudden turn.

30/09/2018 17:20:00 Shut Eye

9
Torn between loyalty to where he was raised and
allegiance to his brothers in blue, newly appointed
S.W.A.T. sergeant Daniel Harrelson has everything it
takes to bridge the divide between his two worlds.

30/09/2018 18:10:00 S.W.A.T.

1
9-1-1 explores the high-pressure experiences of police
officers, paramedics, and firefighters who are thrust into
the most frightening, shocking, and heart-stopping
situations.

30/09/2018 19:05:00 9-1-1

1
9-1-1 explores the high-pressure experiences of police
officers, paramedics, and firefighters who are thrust into
the most frightening, shocking, and heart-stopping
situations.

30/09/2018 20:00:00 9-1-1

30/09/2018 20:55:00 Magnum P.I.

2

1

Magnum P.I. is a modern take on the classic series
centering on Thomas Magnum, a decorated former Navy
SEAL who, upon returning home from Afghanistan,
repurposes his military skills to become a private
investigator.
When a recruit officer at the NYPD Academy is killed,
Beckett and the team go back to their old training ground
to investigate. Meanwhile, Castle must reckon with a
decision with profound consequences for him and Beckett.

30/09/2018 21:50:00 Castle

15

30/09/2018 22:45:00 Castle

16

A clue at the scene of the death of an armored-car driver
leads Beckett and Castle back to an old case solved by
Esposito. But complications arise when they learn that
Esposito might not have been telling them everything
about his past with the culprit.
The murder of a man connected to smuggling Turkish
relics sends Castle, Beckett and the 12th Precinct on a
search for a stolen antique believed to be Aladdin’s lamp,
in hopes that it can lead them to the killer.

30/09/2018 23:35:00 Castle

17

